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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
l' Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 2, 1968

Net

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

1111141p-

4-11 Rally
To Be Held
Next Week

10. Per Copy

Three Choruses To
Perform Tonight
At Laker Songfest

Vol. LXXXIX No. 105

Fires Reported
In County And
City Yesterday

Plans have been completed
for the Laker Songfest to be
held tonight (Thursday) at 7:30
p.m. in Jeffrey gymnasium at
Calloway County High School.
We can,think of better ways or
The Calloway County 4-H
The Mixed Chorus, Girls'
starting off a day than by
Ily will be held Saturday
Chorus, and Freshman Chorus
• whiffing attar of skunk. AnyMorning, May 11 at the Callowill present such classical numway that's what happened this
way County High School. ReA Clear Day" and
morning.
gistration will begin at 8:43 bers as "On
patam. The main program which "More", and some stirring
Walked into the kitchen and
will consist of speeches and de- riotic songs including "In God
Are the
this odor hits us. That could
monstration contests will begin We Trust" and "These
The house at 1622 West Olive to finish extinguishing t he
belong to only one animal we
at 9.30 a.m. Winners in both Times That Try Men's Souls".
the musical Street was gutted by fire last flames.
snow of, we thought, but suredivisions will be selected in * The highlight of
about 7:30 p.m., accorda
Willoughby was on patrol
ly there wouldn't be a skunk
boy's speech, girl's speech and presentation will be complete night
nt the Murray Fire Depart- duty and went to the scene of
in the kitchen
all classes of demonstrations. concert version of the famed imnegto
of Music".
the fire, which was reported
They will participate in the "Sound
Firemen said two rooms of under control by about midMiss Kathy Jo Stubblefield
We sniffed around a while,
Purchase Area 4-H Rally to be
the the house were completely gut- night, but extensive smoke and
then gave up the search. Eatheld in McCracken County on will narrate the story of
choruses ted by the fire and smoke and water damage was reported.
ing breakfast and all of a sudTuesday, July 18. Area winners Trapp family as the
damage was reported to
The Walker family went to
den wife yells out to look out
will participate at the Kentucky present such numbers as "TM water
Sound of Music", "Preludium", all of the house. When the fire- the home of his sister to spend
the wind-ow. There. wag Old
Stale Fair in 1968.
Favorite Things," "Mar— men-arrived on the scene. the the night, according to WilSport with a Skunk.
All 4-11 members in Callothe two rooms had al- loughby.
way County are invited to par- ia", "Edelweiss", "So Long, fire in
the interior.
*Sport did not seem to mind at
ticipate by giving a speech Oe Farewell", "Do-Re-MI", and 'ready burned
The firemen thought the fire
'all that the Skunk was spraydemonstration or both. Ws- "Climb Every Mountain".
Mrs. Josiah Darnall will be was under control and return., ing him with perfume. He
hers participating in speech
ed to the station; but later they
Ilk
would run around, waving his
can select a subject in which directing the choruses.
Everyone is invited to attend were called out again when fire
tail with a big grin on his face
they are interested. The speechthe old wood shingles
and all the time the Skunk was
es in the Jr. division should be this musical program, especial- between
Pictured are the Sweetheart queens and attendants crowned at the sixth annual musk
ly alumni of Calloway County and the new asbetos shingles
letting him have it, Wham.
divSr.
The
long.
minutes
3-5
sweetheart banquet of Murray High School. Left to right — Cindy McDaniel, Junior ltliek
High. Tickets will be on sale broke out.
Sport seemed to just apprecitm
attendant, Christ. Cooper, 1967 Junior High Queen, Cindy Colson, 1961 Junior High Queen, ision speeches should be 5-7 at the door for 60 and 30 cents.
The entire house was damthe attention.
Linda Darnell, 1968 Sweetheart, Kay Hale, 1967 Sweetheart, and Linda Willoughby, Sweet. minutes long.
aged by smoke and water, fire'
divisions
two
be
will
There
heart attendant.
men said. The house, reported
We see these movies WM'S
In the contest based on the age
be occupied by a Williams'
to
Puma or Bear or Somelliftrief-iiir
perilthat
of the 4-H members
•
Forestry personnel were callis located on the noftb
family,
off by a Skunk Apples
for
%Spate. Jr. division will be
of Olive Extended in front ed to two house fires in the
side
ently Old Sport never err
4-H members that are 0-13
county yesterday which threaof the trailer court.
years of age. The Sr members
Fourteen persons were chargtrucks and ten regular tened surrounding timberland.
Two
will be those that are 14 years ! ed and fined in the City Court firemen answered the call.
The Murray Rescue Squad asKawitenued on Beck Page)
and older before January 1, of City Judge William H
H. (Jake) Thursday morning at 11:10 sisted on one of the calls.
About noon yesterday a vs"Name or Number?" is be- 1968.
Dunn this week. Records show the firemen were called to the
All demonstrations will b e the f 11owi
coming a crucial question- of
Oil Service Station on cant house belonging to Odell
Ashland
annual
The sixth
Music Icanallism. She is the daughter the day in a society that is classed as follows: Animal Sei- tered pleas of guilty, and were
North 4th Street where a coke Cunningham burned on Route
Sweetheart Banquet was held of lir ggd Mrs. Charles T. Mc- rapidly advancing in techno- ence, Agronomy, Bread Maa- fined.
Boys's. Mcmachine was reported to be on 5 County Forester
for the vocal students of Murlogy. It peesents a sweeping ing. Clothing, Cornmeal, Dairy
C. S. Grogan. operating mot-; fire. The fire was out on us Cuiston and forestry workers
ray. High School and their
g
parks
spreathn
lowns
trola
kept the wind-b
challenge to the churches in Foods, Dairy Science, Boys or vehicle without operator's - rival of the two trucks and six trool
guests on Saturday, April 27,
the fire
the light of human values in- Electric, Girls Electric,
License_ lined 410.00.casts .114.511.4eguioy firemen.
-11411beal Club
Ilree Murra3"
,
volved. It is the question poled leering, Entomology, Fore
D. R. Todd. reckless driving, Yesterday afternoon at three fire through the neighborhood.
House.
was used to
Furnishings, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Home
in the theme of the annual Health,
p.m. the firemen used the boos- The forestry plow
Toastmaster William Bryant
May Fellowship Day observ- Home Management, Horticult
J. D. Thurmond, improper ter to extinguish the flames stop the wind-swept blase. The
introduced the guest speaker,
Sus Morris was the medalist ance of ,hurch Women United, ure,•OtIler Foods, Photography, registration, fined $10.00 costa on the car of Fred Kirkland on Murray-Calloway County Civil
Dr Ray Moore, professor from for the opening day of ladies according to Mrs. William St Recreation and Safety
was call$4.50.
the College Farm Road. One Defense Rescue Squad
Murray Stare University, -who golf held at the Oaks Country Porter, president of this or
F. C King, breach of peace,,truck and two regular firemen ed and extinguished a burning
('lay Ion Weeks, missionary to
chose the timely subject, "Fall- Club on Wednesday.
tobacco barn downwind belongganization for Murray and Calfined $10.00 costs $4.50, given answered the call.
Congo. will speak tonight at
ing In Love With Life".
ing to -Burlin Woods.
ten 'days in City Jail suspended
Second low went to Laura loway County.
7.30 in the sanctuary of First
Awards were presented by Parker and low putts was by
Late last night a neighbor
All interested persons are inunder condition be not come
Christian Church A native of
Mrs. John Bowker to various F:dith Garrison
called the Murray Fire Departback to this court for period of
4 vited to hear a panel discuss4orth Carolina, Mr. W•eks will
two
frame
bedThe
white
analielis fur their outstanding
a house on
one year.
Margaret Tidwell had the ion- on this urgent question
•.w making a return visit le
room house of Mr. and Mrs. ment and ,reported
musical achievements. Special most bogeys while Carolyn Friday, May 3, at First Presby- The Lutheran Kindergarten
J. F. Larkins, public drunk- Herbert Walker of Murray fire in the vicinity of Kirk's
Vairray. Prior to five years ago,
enrollments
accepting
recognition was given to grad Lane had the poker hand Ber- tenan Church The panelists is now
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Route Six near Donelson's Ridge It was feared that the
he was the living-link missionfor the 1968-69 school year.
ua mg seniors.
R. W. Lawson, public drunk- Store was damaged extensive- home would burn and set adnice Wallen was the most tired will be Dr. Ralph A. Tesseneer.
ary of First Christian Church
chiltheir
enroll
Parents may
Four seniors, Linda Darnell. , golfer
Sisal- Mary Julian, Rest. Wilenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. ly by fire last night about 10:30 jacent timber on fire. The
to Congo
on
office
church
the
' Jan Cooper, Susan Nance, and • The golf hostesses were Dor- liam M. Porter, Ed Frank Jef- dren at
also called Forester
R. H Saveley. public drunk- according to Deputy Sheriff neigh
Mr. and Mrs. Weeks were
Wednesday, May 8, between the
glioy. were preth the
McCuiston, who — with
frey, and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.
fined $1500 costs 14.30. Curt Willoughby.
enness,
ommissioned ris missionaries sented medals for participating is Rose and Laura Parker
The
am.
12
and
hours of 9
help of neighbors — was able
The occasion will begin with
At the noon hour the ladies
Minnie
Mauzy.
public
drunkin 1945, and began their work in the choral program for the
have
to
was
reported
Fire
the
on
located
is
church office
extinguish the house fire.
day luncheon was served with a pot luck luncheon at 12.0(
in Afrwa in 1946, following maximum number of years.
streets. enness. fined $1500 costs $4.30. started by a couch and chair. to
d corner of 15th and Main
The city fire department reD
drivreckless
Nelson,
Chris Luther and Sue McDou- noon, which will be follow,
in
hole
a
language study in Montreal
burned
The
flames
the
offers
The Kindergarten
After a delightful evening of
call on the fire to
immediately with a brief wor
fined $1500 costs $4.50.
His major responsibilities have musical entertainment render- gal as the hostesses.
the floor and in order to put layed the
,•ustomary Kindergarten pro- ing.
the Murray Rescue Squad. How.
E.
C.
drivreckless
Bridges,
ship service and the panel dis
had
been supervising school sys- ed by several, soloists and vothe
ceiling
flames
the
out
environgram in a Christian
cussion.
ing and fleeing an officer, Lin- o be knocked out to get to the ever, the dispatcher thought
tems. and directing evangelistic cal ensembles, the 1968 music
and under the leadership
the woman had said "Kirksey"
Women of South Pleasant ment
ed $1000 costs $4.50, fined a ttic.
programS
qualified
.4 a dedicated and
sweethearts were announced.
instead of "Kirks Ridge" and
total
a
costs
$4.50,
for
$10.00
Grove, Goshen Methodist, Fit:A
forthe
Presently, they are serving as
of
Boyce
McCuiston
mornChristian teacher. Only a
Miss Kaye Hale, last year's
made a "dry" run
Presbyterian, First Christiao
of $29 00
directors of the hostel and senior high sweetheart and prestry Division arrived and wat- the squad
ing session is conducted and enJ. D. Ragsdale. reckless driv- r from the division's tank to the northwest part of the
Venela Sexton was named the and First Methodist Churches' rollment is limited to the first
as.hc,o1 fin missionary children sently Murray State University
ing, amended to breach of t nick was used until the sup- county. A check with Forestry
of junior-high age in Kinshasa, freshman, crowned the newly medalist for the first day of comprise the membership of twenty to enroll.
peace, fined $10.00 costs $4.50. 1 '
then officials gave the true location
. A h
Democratic Republic of the selected sweetheart, Miss Linda the 1968 regular season of golf Church Women United of Mur
For further information parreckless driv- onnected to the Walker well of the fire and reported things
Wertz,
Richard
play by the ladies of the Cal- ray and Calloway County. In
Congo. During their last term uarneii. ana
P
ex ents may call either 753-6712 or ing, amended to breach of
were under control.
of service, they acted as house an arm bouquet of red carna- loway County Country Club on! vitation to membership is
The house belonged to Herpeace, fined $10.00 costs $4.50
tended to women's organizat 753-6879.
parents and teachers. Mr. tions Linda is the daughter of Wednesday
Walker.
bert
by
driving,
won
GlenHull,
was
reckless
P.
churches.
D.
all
putts
of
ions
Low
and
counseling
did
also
Weeks
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Darnell of
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
I t ,gsangelistic work in Kinshasa Murray Route Four and has da Hughes Reba Kirk played
Fredrick Makoczy, open inthe most golf and Jerelene Sulw and surrounding area
been very active in the depart- livan had the poker hand.
toxicating beverages in possesThere will be an informal re- ment for six years.
sion, fined $10.00 costs $4.30.
Alice Purdom was the golf
ception in the church library
The Ledger & Times
Miss Linda Willoughby. senfollowing the service at 7:30 ior vocal student, was chosen hostess
103 North 4th Street
The opening day festivities
tonight
Murray, Kentucky 42071
as attendant and presented started with a kick off coffee
This weekend the advanced Dear Sir:
with a French bouquet of re at 8:30 am. Glenda Hughes is
I have been unable to reand white carnations She is the general chairman of the ladies corps of ROTC Cadets from
over a period of
daughter of Mr and Mrs Roy day golf activities at the Cal- Murray State University who strain myself
Seven persons were cited by
will be going to ROTC summer three weeks concerning t be
A. Willoughby. South 6th loway Club.
camp this year will participate "Letter to the Editor" you so the Murray Police Department
Street.
Wednesday
in field training in, the vicinity courageously publish in your on Wednesday and
Deputy Sheriff Hardy Kelso
Miss Cindy Colson. daughter
1- The Murray High School Parnight, according to Chief of
KIRMY TRYOUTS
the con- April 12th edition.
of
within
Blood
River
investigated a hit and run ac
Colson,
Cletus
Mrs
and
Mr.
of
ent-Teacher Association will
Manning.
Brent
fines of the Land Between the It is so unfortunate that one Police
cident last night about seven
Street, was crowned
hold its regular meeting tonight Sycamore
The citations were one fur
is quite frequently criticized,
Tryouts for the three leagues Lakes recreational area.
o'clock near Lynn Grove,
and presented a arm bouquet
for
four
(Thursday) at 630 p.m. at the
drunkenness,
Kenneth Murdock. driving a
The area is north of Blood but very seldom commended public
by Christe Cooper. 1967 Junior of the Kirksey baseball Assocalcohol,
of
possession
school
illegal
1963 Ford. was going south on
High Music Sweetheart. Cindy iation will be held Saturday, River on the west side of Ken for a given task. You sir, are
intoxicatwhile
driving
New officers will be installfor
tei" be commended for the sm. one
Highway 893 by the Susie MilMcDaniel, eighth grade vocal May 4, at the baseball field. tutky Lake.
school
ed at the meeting, according
The training will begin ap . vice you render to the fine peo. ed, and one for passing a
ler home near Lynn Grove,
student, was chosen as Cindy's The Pony league will be at ten
president
acchildren,
Jones,
W
loading
C
to Mrs
bus while
when he met a Dodge truck on
attendant and she also receiv- a.m.. Park league at 12 noon, proximately at five p.m Friday, !pie of Murray and Calloway
cording to the police.
All parents, teachers, and stuthe wrong side of the road, aced a heart shaped bouquet of and Little league at two p.m. May 3, and end on midafter- 'County. As a native of Kenattend.
to
invited
are
dents
noon on Saturday, May 6. It will tucky, but living north of the
cording to Kelso.
In observance of National
consist of day and night comWhen Murdock met the truck
FASHION SHOW
on
Week
lack
Page)
(Continued
Appreciation
Teacher
.,o
pass courses and a series of
he was reported to be corn•
baked
PTA
the
of
the mothers
twelve small unit leadership
pletely off the road on the
The Young Women's Club
cakes and presented each teareaction problems. This trainwill have a tea and fashion
shoulder, and the truck sidea
with
member
staff
cher -and
ing is aimed at making the cashow at the Douglass gymnasswiped the left front door of
-- home-baked cake on Tuesday.
dets better prepared for sumium on Sunday. May 5, from
the car and damaged the car
Miss Linda Sue Darnell
mer camp.
all the way bact. Kelso said.
A bake sale will be held on four to 5:30 p.m. The public
... Most Talented
All people within the area Saturday, May 4, at nine a.m. is invited.
. Kelso notified the State Pohould be aware that the ca in front of Belk's Department
lice of the accident and the
eta will be there during Fri Store on the west side of the
alleged driver. R. C. Hurt of
ay night and Saturday and court square.
Murray Route Four, was picked
hat maximum utilization will
up by the State Police on HignThe sate is being sponsored
• made of blank ammunition by the women of St. John'7,
way 45 out of Mayfield last
Usiied Prow. I star...14040
and other devices to assimilate Episcopal Church Cakes, cooknight, according to Kelso, who
FT LEONARD WOOD, MO.
battle field conditions.
said that Hurt was now in jail
(AlITNC) -- Army Private
ies, pies, candy, and homemade
Fair and
at Mayfield.
West Kentucky
John C. Winter Jr., 23, whose
bread will be oh sale.
Deputy Sheriff Kelso said a
warm this afternoon Mild toparents and wife, Melanie, live
warrant charging - Hurt with
night. Friday partly cloudy and
at 1105 North 16th Street. MurYOU1H RALLY
"leaving the scene of an acCicontinued warm High this af, completed advanced
ray, Ky,
dent" has been given.
ternoon in the low 90s Winds
training as a combat engineer,
Murdock, and his passenger,
A Youth Rally will be held southwest 5 to 10 miles per
April 19. at Ft Leonard Wood,
Plans are being made for the Friday, May 3. at 7.30 p. m. hour Lows tonight in the 50s
James Harris, were unhurt in
10,
annual homecoming to be held at the
the accident.
Pentecostal High Friday in low 80s ProbaUnited
During his eight weeks of
at Martins Chapel Methodist Church, New Concord, with Rev. bility of showers early Saturday
, training; he received instructSunday,
on
Church
Saturthe
third
for
Local Southern Soli Telephone Manager Robert Carp/te Boyd White of Rassellvjlle 20 pet cent. Outlook
4 91,n in combat squad tactics,
May 19.
BOND SALE
as. the speaker. The pal& is day — Partly cloudy with net
enter, standing, instructs Mrs. Edwin Jennings in the use of
use of infantry weapons and
wormorning
the
Following
invited to attend,
• phone system recently set up for the Murray-Calloway
moth change in temperatures
engineer reconnaissance.
at
ship
dinner
early
and
services
the
showers
County Civil Defense Squad, Mrs. Jennings, wife of the
The sales of Series E and 14
and chance of
Ile waS also trained in the
noon, a gospel singing will be
Savings Bonds and Notes in
Saturday,
squad's chief, will be In charge of calling volunteers during
STEAK SUPPER
techniques of road and bridge
held with all singers invited.
Calloway County for March
an emergency. Carpenter suggested that the squad utilize
The Oaks Country Club will
building, camouflage and de
- Rev...afohnson Easley, pastor have a men's steak
Kentucky Lake 7 a m 359.4,
reached $13,343, while sales
the card dialing phone which uses a pre-punched card to
nisiiition.
supper on
of the church, invites the Pub- Friday, May 3, at
g. 0.3; beim% dam 301 I, down
for the year totaled $44,283 or
Pvt.- Winter. a member o f
6:30 p.m. at e
automatically dial • number. Southern Bell is assisting the
lic to atterill • and especially he club For
18 9.1 of the annual goal of
reservatmns'
.Sigma Pi • Silo.... fraternity, re.
squad with • contribution making permanent phone service
those interested in the upkeep he pro shop
Barkley- Lake 7 a m. 359.5,
$234,200 Sales a year ago Was
veived a B A. aegree in 1966 ! possible.
753-6454 by nAn
Steve Keel
of - the cemetery.
up 0.4; below dam 308.6. down
$71,720.
trom Murray State University.
... Meat Talented
Friday.
04.
,

Homes Burn
In County;
Squad Called

,thased

Missionary To
*Congo
Here Tonight

Sweetheart Banquet
- For MILS Is Held Saturday
MUSIC

Fourteen Fined In
Judge Dunn's Court

Panel Discussion
Feature Of May
Fellowship Day

Sue Morris NamedOaks Golf Medalist

Enrollments Taken
For Kindergarten

Venela Sexton Is
Calloway Medalist

Field Exercise By
ROTC Is Planned

Murray High School
Superlatives

Letter To Editor

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Police

Murray High PTA
Meets Tonight

County Man
Charged In
Hit And Run

Bake Sale Will Be
Held On Saturday

John Winter, Jr.
Completes Advanced
Engineer Training

WEATHER REPORT

Martins Chapel TO
Ho:d Homecoming

e

•

-

eta

I'

•

'
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hies °Domination of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Thom and
The Times-Herald October X, IOU. and the mem Kentuckian.
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SENDS DELEGATION
SAIGON 1UPt --- The South
Vietnamese National Assembly
will send a delegation to the
United States next month to
explain why the government is
against a coalition government
with Communists. The Saigon
Daily News said the 12-member
delegation of men and women

Of The
Box Office

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correependeat
NATIONAL REPRESENTA1'WBEI- WALLACE WTTMKR 00., 1140
Iiia.1.)(W(X)D (UPI) — Julie
Madison Ave Memphis, Tenn Time & Life Bldg, Now Tart N.Y.
Andrews is the boxoffice queen
thepheinne B.
. Detroit, Mich
of the world and unquestion.
intered at Ulf Pon Office, Warw. Kentucky, for transmaelon es ably the brightest movie star
Second Clams Matter
currently glittering on the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES- By Owner In Murray, per week Mc, per screen.
In all she has made seven
month $1.10. In Calloway end adjoining counties. per year. ELM;
Zones 1 As 2. OAS Elarwiare $111111 All service subscriptians SLIM movies in six years. But three
cif those were record shattering,
*Taa oweeamatea cede mew ws oweesewinta te the
ding-busted, nngptailed super
amekeraa et
Newepaper"
colossal smash hits: "Mary PopModern
pins,' -Thoroughly
Millie" and "Sound of Music."
"Poppins" is the biggest money making movie in the history of Disney Studios.
"Modern Millie" is the largGod is not a man that he should lie; neither the son
of man, that he should repent: bath he said, and shall est grossing film that Univerever made
he not do it! or hath he spoken, and shall he not make sal has
'Music" has earned $110
POUCE EJECT ItETIELLIOUS UNIVERSITY STUDaNTS Some,350 New York City policemen
it good, —Numbers 23:19.
million, more than any picture
storm Hamilton Hall at Columbia University to evict about 500 students rebelling against
We should realize that God is one who keeps Ms made.
policies The universiii's board of trustees requested the action following a week
school
ward, whether that word is a threat or a promise. Have
Plain Girl
of crunpus insurrection and carnal between student groups
you really read His Word?
At the center of this awesome success story stands a rather plain English girl with
blue
honest, straightforward
eyes a delightful cornflower
blue to be sure, a difficult nose
hedi figure that will not make
the world forget Brigitte Bar'
afternoon at four o'clock St. John's Ent,- dot.
She has a charming singing
RCI*1 Ohurtil_Will_be Opened and dedicated by G. Gresvoice, dances passably and can
-hani Idarrnion, Bishop of Kentucky The new church is
act with considerable talent
located at West Main and Broach Streets.
when called upon.
Bobby E. Hays. Murray. was recently promoted to
Millions rush to see her pictspecialist third class in Washington, D.C., where he in ures because the public sees
assigned as a clerk at the Walter Reed Army Medical in Julie Andrews the idealised
female Pure, good, sweet, virtCenter .
,muslizrAibniteelligent and
J I. Simmons of 405 South 11th Street died today. uous. t:,
Re wasasso;lated with. the Interstate Accident In.sur.i-eartleast. Is what they
ance Company for many years
think she is.
W B Miller will be the speaker at the commenceNow a millionairess, Julie
ment exercises Of Faxon Sehooi. Bill Sullivan will
has embarked on two pictures
the devotion_
Which may change her image:
.
'Star," the biography of Gert—
rude Lawrence. and "inning
Lib," a World War I comedy.
In the latter Julie will appear in a shower scene and do
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
a striptease
her
thzul
an changeenac
rfugi
ra
ot
flie,
But .
Reuben Hale Falwel,h. Jr, and Hugh Thomas McIia-f-ath will receive their degrees at the Southern Baptist audiences are liable to inter.
Theological Seminary, LouisviPe Falwell will receive pret her performances as a
his ThD and McElrath his Master of Sacred Music sweet young thing caught up
degree
in unfortunate circumstances
AMERICAN WOUNDED AJOED IN A SHAU VALLEY
Wounded A Met WARM are helped by
If an actress is beloved toMiss Mildred Se- mow' has been named valedictorian
their Middles during an operation in the niisty Jule in the A Shau Valley In South
day, it IS Julie Andrews.
and Charles Marlow, salutatorian of this year's
senior
Vietnam's Quang Tri Province
Yet she is not and has not
class at the Pin-year High School
been a sweet young thing Nor
The final date for entering the Calloway County
has she ever pretended to be.
„Corn pee?! is May 10. wrcording to Clarence Mitchell, Julie is in the midst of a di.
• er
*Mistime eewrsty agent. •
voice and is having a love af- .
Mrs. Charles M Baker was elected chairman of the fair with Blake Edwards who lay United Press Intern/Ninesl
Zeta Departmen! and Mrs W Z Carter as chairman of is directing "Lilt."
Today is Wednesday. May 1,
Julie is the mother of a five , Use I22nd day of 1968 with 244
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
year old daughter, Emma Kate, , to follow
and is a normal adult, mature ;i The moon is between its new
.
female with all the attendant ! phase and ..
Itrit quarter
faults, foibles and charms of I The morning stars are Saturn
her sex.
, and Venus.
Julie Planted
, The evening star is Jupiter.
1 On this day in history:
her
by
puzzled
as
She is
image 1 in iv-,
pure-as-thednven-snow
s penny post cards
as anyone. But Julie don't were placed on sale for the
knock it.
. first time
"I don't mind the compli ' In 1884, work was started in
long
mentary image as
as I 'Chicago on a 10-story building
don't believe in it myself. : to be called "The Skyscraper."
venture
wouldn't
Otherwise, I
In 1931. the Empire State
out of the house," she said Building, the world's largest
Paraat
break
during a lunch
skyscraper with 102 floors, was
mount Studios
dedicated by Gov Alfred E.
.
IN A MATTER OF TIME, Gov Nelson Rockefeller will become
smith.
things
One of the amazing
.r presidential r andidate former Rep William Milier 'left)
bombs
about Julie is that her
In 1960. the Russians shot
and sen Tiertiston Morton i right • of Kentucky report after
do not linger in the minds of down an American U2 plane
thia conference with Rockefeller in New York Miller and
even her critics — "The Amer. on a spy mission over the SoMorton toured the midweet gctiging Rot kefeller eentiment
of Emily" and viet Union.
nem/salon
"Hawaii"
A thought for the day —
When they are mentioned, English statesman William Ew
people dismiss them saying, art, Gladstone, said. "Selfish"bad scripts Not Julie's fault, ness is the greatest curse of
She was good, but the picture , the human race."
wasn't"
Curiously, they are correct.
"Usually images are a little
late in catching up with one,"
Julie said. her English accent
LANDING STRIP "HIGHWAY" 1st Air Cavalry soldiers tramp
delighting the ear.
down an abandoned Communist-built "road- in the A Shaw
"My image is being altered
Valley in South Vietnam. The "road" was built of metal
all the time. If 'Star!' and
strips used by allied forces for airfield landing strips
-Darling Lai' are successful my
Public image should change
quite drastically I think.
"But then I don't consciously
'4 choose pictures or roles with
I an image in mind There are
new dimensions in these two
films for me. Neither of the
girls are sweet young things
Here's the ('orno grand slam
to begin with"
home run offer: Buy one ton
of Corrio's Premium Hog Balancer and get a free major
4
league
baseball
plus your
choice of any of these Como
products:
— I was retired from ser- HIGHEST OFFICER tnr the nr,
• One 50 pound bag of Como
vice for a disability and now
United Methodist Church
PREMIUM
Early Pig Starter
the VA has awarded me comthe melget of the. Methodist
$00' BALANCE.
• Two 50 pound bags of
pensation_ Can I draw both'
and Evangelical, IT nit ed
A.— Only if your retired
Corno All Purpose Mineral
Brethren to Bishop Eugene
pay is the greater benefit and
3 Or, for hog producters with
'rank
I 1. WV.
-I
of
St
that
is
give
you waive,
up, an
cattle: Two free Como Fly
Lour. H. serves for 4 year
amount equal to your disability
Blocks.
compensation
Q. — If I attend school half- for a servieeconnected disabiiitime for six months In an in- ty, hospital care from the VA
ablution of higher learning, is on a bed -available basis. The
See Your Como Dealer Now
You'll Wind 111
how much of my eligkbility to ,veteran must alo affirm his in•
Style
Season
In
The
Championship
O I bill education and trim- 'ability to defray the cost of
tog benefits will be charged a- hospitalization.
Q. — May If borrow on my
gainst
A. — Three months of your G. I. insurance to help pay col
eligibility will be charged a- lege expenses for my son' How
much may I borrow'
rainst you
A — If you -have a perman
Q. — I served for two years
Murrav. Kentlicks
in the Army from April l95,ent• plan G I. insurance policy
to March 1957 Am I entitled you may borrow up to 94 per
40 hospitalization benefits from cent of the cash value of that
the Veterans Administration' policy. The interest charge ,r
Yes But if it is not this lqare•is 4 per cent
A.

Bible Thought for Today

Ten Years Ago Today
ILED0811•TIMER RUB

TO1110erOW

would answe. a-, invitation extended by 26 U. :.' congressmen. The group vill arrive in
the United States Ms 9 and
return to Vietnam M:s e 28.
ILINI in 'Contract*
HOLLYWOOD I UPI)—L1111
Palmer joins James Coburn and
Lee Remick In 20th CenturyFox's "Hard Contract."

Are weeds and irisec1 pests
sapping the grow power
In your garden' Zap them
with Kill to' 3 in 1
Garden Dust controls
twits of insects on a
rode variety of plants
Rose Dust controls
numerous plant diseases
and plant pests. too 10% Chlordane
Dust. 5% Malathion Dust 5% Sevin
Dust, 80% Wettable Sevin, and
50% DOT Wettable Powder,
complete the Kill-Ko garden party
Ava___ASS in 1 11). cans and
lb. bags
One for every pest

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

on)

20 Years Ago Today

Would You Believe?
this is Fay
Entertainment

ALMANAC

PLAY BALL
with

MURRAY Drive•In Theatre
BemottIce Opens 7:15 • Shaw Starts at Dusk

TONITE thru SATURDAY •
— DOUBLE FEATURE —

CORNIOS

1
tWiley's

Drive-In

BONUS FEEDS

I

(Formerly Lloyd's)
Now Under New Ownership ..
.
Newly Decorabd Throughout
7,

QUEEN °FOLDER)

Veterans Questions
and Answers

I

— -SPECIAL

i From Thursday through Nexa Wed.
HAMBURGER
." FRENCH FRIES
I.'.
'''' SLAW
1
34,
10' DRINK
I..:
-1
,..

... All for 450

THURMOND'S FEED & COAL

Wiley's Drive-In
Coldwater Road Near Five Points
Phone 753-7428

4

•
4

^

a.

I.

aa •
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(UPI)—14111
Coburn and
ill Centuryact."
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nvitation ex:.'. congressill arrive in
Ma 9 and
W..' 28.

Pittsburgh Pirates Defeat
Chicago Cubs 4-0 Wednesday
By JOE GERGEN
UPI Spell's Writer
Larry Shepard was awarded
IP' visitation privileges to his pitcher, Al McHean, while Leo
Durocher received custody of
eighth place.
Those were the results of the
unusual proceedings which enlivened Forbes Field Wedneeday night as plate umpire Shag
Crawford, acting in the role of
judge, overruled Durochers objection and allowed Shepard to
• visit the mound twice in the
eighth inning during the Pittsburgh Pirates' 4-0 victory over
the Chicago Cubs.
Under baseball rules, a second visit by a manager to a
pitcher in one innine necessitates automatic removal of the
pitcher from the game. In this
case, however, Crawford ruled
one of the trips was the result
of an injury to catcher Jerry
•
.*.vtlabomaoeepee•oseeeastel

&
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"Super Circuit" Planned
In 20 Years For Racng

j

Sports
on TV

•
By LAWRENCE Odd electric cars. It ts Possible
SATURDAY, MAY 4
CHARLOTTE, N. C. al — eutomobiles of this type will
1-1:30 p. m. — Jim Thomas
What kind of a track will the be run in 1988 Dist it is also
. . Ch. 4.
average fan go to 20 years possible "tradition" will de- Sports
•• • •
from now? What kind of cars mand cars which use gasoline.
1-3 p. m. — National Soccer
will he see and cheer for? Al- And, some new power system
League . . . Ch. 5.
most everyone in the racing —nuclear or gravitational —
••••
business has his own ideas.
may be developed.
p. in. — Car and Track
1:30-2
certain
and
seems
thing
One
Al McBean
It will be easier for the fan
years for it to to follow a race 20 years from . . . Ch. 4. • • • •
May and, despite Durocher's it won't take 20
be
a
now. Huge electronic scorecries of mistrial, Crawford al- come. That is there will
2-2:30 p. m. — The Outdoors'super circuit" which will run boards tied to computers and
lowed McBean to continue in .
&
only on the big tracks. For now small transmitters in cars will man ... Ch.
•• ••
the game.
McBean, who had completed that means Charlottek Rocking- show where every car on the
2-3 p. m. — Riverside Grand
Darlifigton, At- track is, how fast it is going
three of his previous four ham, Daytona,
Prix . . Ch. 4.
the
new
and
Riverside
lanta,
and
how
far
it
is
ahead
and
beto
leave
•• • •
starts, was not about
ta
on any account. He yielded on- track at Talladega, Ala., which hind the nearest competitor.
ciandatqL
— Kentucky Derby
3-4
p.
m.
Seats will be cushioned ally six hits, none after the third might be ready this fall.
will
be
a
few
more
There
though
here
will
still
be
those
• •••
'airoweoteioetacieroe.••••seeelf inning, and struck out five in tracks added in the years to who
prefer the infield. Camper
posting his second shutout and
3-6 p. m. — Baseball . . . St.
DERBY FESTIVAL QUEEN Lynne
By Untted Press internationa raising his mark to 4-1. The come. When they are the fac- trailers will be more plush.
by favorite, at Church)! Downs in LouisLouis vs. San Francisco, Ch. 4.
A.torfis H-arwonet yestw:hty le+ acquaintDomed tracks? That is .a posrifle,
former bullpen ace also reduc- tory stocks will be chasing from
•
leationia League
one to the other, with a layoff sibility too, but they will cause
ed with Forward Pass, the Kentucky Der.
W. L. Pct. GB ed his earned run average to of perhaps two weeks between
4-5:30 p. us. — Wide World
the cost of old and new tracks
St. Louis 14 5 .737 — 1.61.
. . Ch. 8.
races, and there will be very to soar. Can you imagine plac- of Sports .•
Cards Increase Lead
al.
••
San. Fran. 10 8 .520 3%
the
who
will
take
few
driven
ing
a
dome on Daytona's 2_5St Louis Cardinals lenMurray won the first tournaPitts.----- 9 8 .529 4-7-7:30 p.
int
-Racing
the
smaller
drive
in
time
to
mile tri-oval?
ment and finished fourth last
Cinn.
9 9 5.00 4% gthened their National League races.
Time . . CIL IL
year. The Racers finished third
Phila.
9 9 .500 4% lead to 3% games over San
One of the reasons for this
Francisco by beating Houston
in the OVC last season and
Los Ang.
9 10 .474 5
FIGHT
RESULTS
Stocks
will
the
speeds.
will
be
3-1 in 12 innings while the
were runners-up in the NCAA
Atlanta
9 10 .474 5
HONOLULU 0?. — Domi
SEEK SETTLEMENT
Giants were defeated 6-5 by be capable of traveling much
College Division Tourney.
Chicago
8 11 .421 6
Manalang,
12,
Philippines,
stopAonIn
—
today
alWASHINGTON
than
they
can
faster
Cincinnati. Philadelphia flipped
Major threats for the indiNew York 7 10
412 6
New York 7-2 in 11 innings though the physical confines of ped Eduardo Santos, 121%, ther effort was made to resolve 'ten teams will play in the ment. Chief threats to the Blue vidual championship will likely
Houston
7 11
.389 6
1,
Mexico
between
the
nation's
hold
them
the
dispute
some
tracks
may
Murray State Invitational Golf Raiders will likely be Illinois be Middle Tennessee's Jeff
and Atlanta whipped Los AnWedgies/thy, Easults
warring amateur sports bodies Tournament Friday • and Sat- State, defending Illinois Inter- Riley and Craig Stoudner, West--baeli It will be up to the driPhila. 7 New
inns., geles 7.3 In other games.
TOKYO
UV
—
Krum
Hashitheir
Griffin,
when Sen. Robert P.
urday.
collegiate champion, Western ern Illinois' *Dave Kerr, IllinDurocher, whose Cubs sank vers, however, to hold
• night
Cars back. It will take more moto, 117, Japan, drew with R.-Mich., Wednesday asked the
l
The field includes the de- Illinois, runner-up in last year's ois State's Frank Niepagen, and
Pittsburgh 4 Chicago 0, night into eighth under the weight ikilL
Ushiwakamaru Harada, 118%, NCAA and AAU for face-to-face fending champion Middle Ten- tournament; Western Kentucky, Murray's Ron Acree
St. Louis 3 Houston 1, 12 inns., of a three-game losing streak,
A new concept in tracks, fit Japan 10.
meetings to "achieve a satis- nessee, Tennessee Tech, North- runner-up in the Ohio Valley
Riley was OVC medalist last
was only hoping. That having
night
ted to the new high speeds,
factory settlement without le- east Louisiana, Southwest Mis- Conference last year, and Mur- year and Stoudner was runnerCincinnati 6 San Fran 5, night failed, he did the next best may come along. This would be
tal
—
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
tslation."
souri, Illinois, Western Ken- ray.
up in the Murray Tournament
the
playing
Atlanta 7 Los Angeles 3, rughtl thing—namely,
a circular track, banked maybe Tony Alvarado, 126%, Pasadetucky, and Murray.
Middle has won the oyc Kerr placed third in last year's
game under protest.
Teday's Probalde Pitchers
highest na, Calif., outpointed
Memo
MEMORIAL FUND
The 36-hole 'medal tourna- championship 8 of the last 9 invitational, and Niepagen was
Donn Clendenon drove in two 40 or 45 degrees. The
Philadelphia, Fryman 3-1 at
banks today are at Daytona Guererro, 127, Los Angeles 10.
DUNS, Scotland 4Pt — Paris ment will begin Friday at 8 a. years and has practically its fourth in the NCAA. Acree,
New York, Ryan 1-2, 8.05 p m. runs for the Hues with a single where the corners are 31 dewere underway today to set up m. at the Calloway County entire team of last year back. OVC medalist as a freshman,
St. Louis, Briles 4-0 at Hou- and a solo homer and Manny
LAS VEGAS, Nev. IIPI — Art an international "Jim Clark Country Club. Eighteen holes The Raiders have won the ten- won several major area tourmv
ston, Lemaster 1-3, 8:30 p. m. Mote doubled in a pair in the
Pasadena, Calif, Foundation" in memory of the will be played each day. This nessee Intercollegiate title this' meats last year, including the
Higher banks, will of course, Cruz, 1461
Atlanta, Britton 1-0 at Los eighth.
outpointed Nate Williams,
late Scottish racing driver. The will be the first year the tour- season and have finished high Kentucky Open.
Julian Javier's fourth hit of mean faster speeds. If Circular
Angeles, Osteen 14, 11:00 p. in.
tracks come along there will be Las Vegas 10.
foundation would be used to nament has been at Murray. in two major tournaments They
A smorgasbord for all playCincinnati, Pappas 2-1 at San the game, a triple, drove in a premium on pit work and
foster and 'finance road safety The previous two were at Ken- finished three strokes ahead ers and coaches will be in the
Francisco, Perry 2-1, 4:00 p. m. the winning run in the 12th tire-building Constant pressure
research.
of
tucky Dam.
Murray Studen Union at 6 p. m.
of Murray and five ahead
Chicago, Niekro 3-1 at Pitts- and he scored himself en a wild on the right side will demand
NEW OFFICERS
Clark was killed during a
Middle Tennessee will be fa- Western Kentucky in the re Thursday. Practice rounds and
burgh, Bunning 2-1, 8:05 p. .m. throw as the Cards presented both.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ass — Kent race at
lloacenheim.
West
Gerdefend
its
successfully
vored to
cent Louisiana State Invitation- a coaches-press tournament are
Bob Gibson with his second
Friday's Gomm
The direction the cars will Hollingswerth, editor of The many, last month.
championship in the tournascheduled for today.
victory in three decisions.
Chicago at New York, night
take depends on the direction Blood Horse, 1.exington, AY
1
Pittsburgh at Phila., night
A three-base erno uy rookie the builders go in looking for was elected president of the
Atlanta at Houston, night
Dave Marshall on Leo Carde- passenger vehicles which do not National Turf Writers Aisne
St. Louis at San Francisco, night tuur drive to right field and a add to the problem of air p01- iation Wednesday. He succeeds
Cincisuaati at Los Angeles. aliba awake fly by pinch hitter
Joe Aerella of the Chicago Sun
on.
Mack Jones in the ninth inning
•
Already there are turbines Times.
Amorican Leialit•
enabled the Reds to defeat the
A
.ic
:
t
Giants despite two homers by
W. L. Pet
Detroit
Willie Mays and one by Willie
13 5 .722
41
McCovey. The Giants had ralBaltimore 11 6 .647
/•-•...,.......
lied from a 5-1 deficit with
Minnesota 11
7 .611
Wash.
three runs in the seventh and
11
& .379
Calif.
one in the eighth before Cin9 10
474
cinnati *cored its unearned run
Boston
8 9
471
WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE INS/EAD OF A
TASK
New York 8 10
Tony Taylor lashed a basees
444
Oakland
loaded triple, his fourth hit of
8 11 .421
DOWN
timore Orioles downed the New
FRED
By
the game, to climax a five-run
7 11
.380
• Cleveland
York Yankees 6-1, the CaliIIIIIIMI
UPI Sports Writer
llth inning rally which lifted
Chicago
3 12 .200
The Oakland Athlrtics acted fornia Angels defeated the Bos.
the Phillies over the Meta, who
Wednesday's Results
WHOLE
head
like they had ton Red Sox 5-3 and the Chihad tied the game with two Wednesday night
e
California 5 Boston 3, night
McDowell — cago White Sox topped the
Sam
seen
never
runs after two were out in the
Cleve 3 Oakland 1. night
they never had Washington Senators 4-1, in
fact,
in
and,
lb.
ninth. Larry Jackson worked
Detroit 3 Minne 2, night
other American League games.
seen t-h-i-s Sam McDowell
Baltimore 6 New York 1, night 10 innings for his 20th lifetime
The St. Louis Cardinals best
T-h-i-s McDowell no longer
Chicago 4 Washington 1, night triumph over the expansion
lb.
was the herky-jerk Cleveland the Houston Astros 3-1 in 12
club in 21 decisions.
Today's Probable Pitcher,
innings, the Pittsburgh Pirates
California, Ellis 1-2 at Boston, Tito Francona's third single
defeated the Chicago Cubs 4-0,
in four appearances, an infield
Santiago 2-0, 1:30 p in
the Philadelphia Phillies scored
lb. 15e)
CHOICE (Center ( ut
Minnesota. Chance 2-3 at De- hit to deep second, drove in
Ric "'"eu
a 7-2 victory over the New York
pinch hitter Mike Lum from
troit, Sperms 1-2, 8:00 p. m
Mets in 11 innings, the CinNew York, Peterson 1-1 at third to spark the Braves' fourcinnati Reds nipped the San
lb
run
ninth
inning
at
the
Baltimore, Phoebus 3-1, 8:00
expense
Francisco Giants 65 and the
can
131-oz.
of Jim Grant and John Billing.
p m.
U.S. CHOICE
Atlanta Braves drubbed the Los
Geisha
ham. A second run scored on
(Only games scheduled)
Angeles Dodgers 7-3 in Nationan
error
and Clete Boyer doubFriday's Games
al League games.
led home the final pair. Willie
New York at Chicago, night
r
r'
McLain Wins Third
4 2 can
rl
"'
44.
Davis, who had three bits, drove
California at Detroit. night
Dick McAuliffe with one out
Stokely's Small
SLICED, DERINED
Minnesota at Cleveland. night In two Dodger runs with a hoand scored the tie-breaking run
Baltimore at Washington. night mer and triple.
on Willie Horton's sacrifice fly
— — — — # 303 can
• in the eighth inning, giving
Ky. Beauty
, Detroit's Dennis McLain his
third victory without a loss.
IN CHOPS
•
can
McLain was tagged for homers
by Harmon Kilebrew and Rich
Tropi-C41-14)
'Reese.
Rookie Dave Leonhard pitchgal.
ed a five-hitter to win his first
am McDowell
Choc., Coconut
game for the Orioles behind
Reelfoot
KREV
Jiffy
or Banana
includIndian pitcher Who threw go per an 11-hit attack which
Frozen
•LL-ME4
Pt.
JohnDave
cent fast balls about half of' ed two hits each,
runs,
which were over the plate In son, who drove in three
Curt Blefary and
Motto°,
Curt
who
McDowell
4-Lb. ('arton
was
a
stead
his
Flavors
Box of 12
• Bog
mixed four different pitches Brooks Robinson.
home
Roger Repoz singled
with a new smooth delivery and
ninth inning to
got most of them over the two runs in the
break a 3-3 tie and enable Anplate.
Hamilton to
acth$AiLolho.G:
:
:e
e41n
adse
As a result, the Cleveland gel reliever Jack
Miracle 407
of the
Pkg. of 4
problem child of the last two win his second genie
SPRAY
4-Oz Box
.traight
is
fourth
It
,o
the
year
IliM
leagout
a
major
struck
season
Red Sox.
loss
for
the
didn't
batters,
high
16
season
ue
Tommy John pitched a fivewalk one and pitched a glitFor Automatic Washers
struck out 12 to give
22 ounces
tering three-hitter that gave hitter and
vicfirst
the
White
Sox
their
The
3-1
victory.
TEXIZE
the Indians a
Luis
strikeout total squalled his tory at home this season.
22-oz.
homer
20 Pounds
game high for his career and Aparicio hit a two-run
(1111aSili can
for
while
the
the
Sox
White
in
the game marked the first
shutout
spray
which he did not walk a batter Senators implied John's
bid in the ninth on Ken McMul..4
cleaner 79°
over a nine inning span
Charcoal
len's double and Ron Hansen's
Combination of Pitches
McDowell explained that he single.
quart
threw 30 curves, 20 sliders, 20
changeups and 49 fast balls and
PRIX BOYCOTT
Get Rid of Flies andlMosquitoes!!
TRUMP1NGTON, England 1PI
pointed out that the total of
('an
119 pitches "must be the low- —The Grand l'rix Drivers' Asest of my career for nine inn- sociation has posted a "road
closed" sign on the Spanish
CHEESE
ings."
John Odom retired 15 In- Grand Prix.
Nabisco - 1 -lb.
Louis Stanley, secretary ad
dians in order but they scored
in the sixth when McDowell the association, said Wednes
8-07 Cup
singled home Chico Salmon and day the GPDA would not allow
added two runs in the seventh any of its dri%ers to complete
Sunshine Mint
on three singles and a passed In the May )2 Spanish Grand
5617
Prix because safety standards
ball.
The Detroit Tigers edged the on the Madrid circuit were not
Minnesota Twins 3-2. the, Bat- up to par.

Murray State Invitational
Golf Tourney Has Ten Teams

yea -IL-11

14t

_

Cleveland Indians Knock
Out The Oakland Athletics

.-4-,F......
‘.......,,

.

/INNS

— PRODUCE —
LETTUCE
19'
ONIONS
19r
APPLES
23r

atre
news

Dusk

•
IMI=0
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Air Conditioner

RENTALS

Get One Now!!

Limited Number
All General Electric
Low Monthly Rates
We Also Rent .
ROTO-TILLERS & POWER MOWERS
By the Hour or Day

—

.,,,,

MEATS
FRYERS _
CUT-Up ___—

CANNED FOODS —331. ,T.s.
Chuck Roast 39
...„spii:
TOMATO ASPIC
"5
PINEAPPLE
2
Arm Roast
WHOLE POTATOES
r Smoked Jowl 29b
N0.2; 25c, i ,(TT
GREEN BEANS
59,c,
or Lom
ORANGE DRINK
1, 39'
.
-n-sa
CAKE
PURE
ot Cool Whip
.........
JUMBO choke
LARD
...„.
v
m
MIX
PIES
Topping 30) •
39e
390
Ut
.ew
BSmooth,
DISH CLOTHS_ _ 7V
CLEANER Lucky Whip
37'
e
ALL _ L _ _22_0.. 39e
89r
790
CHARCOAL _ _ $1.15
_
LIGHTER _ _ 39e L"NmE"irvE
PIMENTO
1 __Alt iA.

Hot Shot

BILBREY1

2

•

I 0 E:Main

Ph. 75

$1.19 Eggs,,j
„,,.. A
A....
R Crackers
R.
39 3I...,
doz. $1
HyArox Cookies - - - .-' ' 4.5
AP,
lemsullEMMINW
a

•

-

•

'

•
.11-.411.h

•

.sosoiromm...reo.asomeowdellIMIKKAK-
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.1Iiss Kay Minor Is
Honored At Bridal
Breakfast Saturday
Miss Kay Minor, June 8th
bride-elect of James C. Ellia.
with
a
was complimented
breakfast at the Triangle Inn
on Saturday, April 27, at ninethirty o'clock in the morning.
The charming hostesses for
the special occasion were Mn.
k C. Sanders, Miss Ann Kay
Sanders, Mrs. H L. Oakley, and
Miss Mary Jo Oakley.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear from
her trousseau a black and
white polka dotted dress. Her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. M.
C Ellis. -wore a military blue
linen dress Both were presented corsages of white carnations.
The table was attractively dirotated with an arrangement of
mixed spring flowers with the
predominate color being yellow.
.
Miss Minor was presented
with the knife and fork of her
chosen pattern of silver as a
wedding gift by the hostesses,
Covers were laid for Mrs.
Helen Bennett. Mrs. John QUM'
terrnotes,'Miss Mary Ryan, Mn
Dan Hutson, Miss Minor. Mrs.
Ellis. and the hostesses
•••

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen • • •

owtsor4
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

xtension Leaders Of Area
Give Hints For The Publ

9frOier

Ti

Phez

•

PERSONALS

•

•

Mrs Irene Smotherman opened her home for the meeting
of the Annie Armstrong Circle
of the Woman's Missionary Society of the Hazel Baptist
Church held on 'Thursday, April
25. at seven o'clock in the evening
The devotion was given by
Mrs Ora Joyce and the call to
prayer was by Mrs Kathryn
Langston
Mrs Notie Miller was is
charge of the program Others
taking part were Mrs Langston.
Mrs Vivian Farris, Mrs. Smotherman, Mrs B. R Winchester,
and Mrs Mary Turnbow.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs VeIda Reynolds.
Refreshments were served by
. the hostess
•••

•

HOLLAND STUDIO

The town of Lebanon. Keatucky, was captured twice by
General John Hunt Morgans
cavalry

•

MIAS. AL KEYS PAINCIMI
I Miss Shire Bogard. daugnter
of Mr. and 4(rs. Ralph Bogard
of 412 South Twelfth Street,
ItitIrraY, was married to Al
,Keys Parker, son of Mr and
Mrs. L K. Parker of Murray
Route Floe.
neeRev Paul E. Dunn. Sr. -formed the double ring timemony on Tuesday, April 16, at
eight o'clock in the evening at
the First Baptist Church, Metropolis, Ill.
The bride, a petite blonds,
was lovely in her street length
wedding dress of white lace
fashioned with an empire waistline with satin bow in the front.
Buren
The dress featured a square
a. crow rismeas r is•ws Swot. im I
ts
neckline, scalloped
hemline.
DEAR ABBY All went'floe with My marriage, until my
sleeves.
loving spouse got so heavy from Manhattans, beer, pizza. and bell
Her shoulder length veil of
candy, etc, that the bed sagged on her side Altho the sagging
illusion was 'attached to headcaused me to roll down near her. I must cosifess this nearness
piece of white satin roses. She
created no romantic interest whatsoever My partner angrily
tamed a white Bible tolVed
with two white orchids.
declared me-- -impotent" and took to her own bed in another
Mrs. Barry (Suzanne) Bybee
rent
was the bride's only attendant,
1
determined to prove to myself that I was sot
She wore a yellow knit 'dress
un
. The details are only incidental. but let us just say
with yellow patent shoes. Her
that it didn't take me very long to prove it My tiossUon:
corsage was of white carnet/Should I share this happy discovery with my wife"
ions
Barry Bybee was the beet
SWINGER
man for Mr Parker
DEAR SWINGER: Gm ahead. She'll "ever believe you.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bridal couple and their attend
DEAR ABBY I sin an average 1.11-year-old college student
FRIENDLY VISIT
Imaie, living on campus in a college town My home is 200 ants returned to the home of
a reMOSCOW (UPI) — Yugoslav
miles away My mother has an old friend living near campus, the bride's parents for
ception for the immediate !mo- President Tito will pay a short
so she wrote and asked this friend of hers to look me up What
llies and a few close fnends.
"friendly visit" to Moscow at
for, I'll never know because I'm not lonesome and this woman
The bride's table was Over- the invitation of the Soviet
is a fiS year old widow, and we don t have one thing in comtgon
laid with a white linen cloth Communist party central comWell, this old lady invited me to her house for Sunday supand centered with a gorgeous mittee on completion to his
arrangement of daisies and visit to Iran. Tass announced
per, so I went She was very nice to me Too nice There were
psi the two of us there and she made me feel very uncom- stock in a crystal container. Friday
fortable She kept wanting to bug me and touch me. and she The appointments were in crymade all sorts of remarks about how she "had a crush" on me. stal.
HONORARY DEGREE
Hrs. Don Curd and Mrs. NoA few days later she called me up and invited me over for
WELUNGTON, New Zealand
lan Adams presided at the
dinner again I told her I had to study
did ; Then she sent
punch bowl and served the 1UPI) — United States Supreme
me a sally I could go for you" card with a $10 bill inside. cakes. Master Kenny Bogard, Court Justice Thurgood Mar.
Today I got a box of cookies with. note, "Honey, when am I
brother of the bride, assisted shall will receive an -honorary
going to see you again'"
his parents in the entertaining. law doctorate from Victoria
The bride is a graduate of University, it was announced
Abby, she keeps calling me. and I tell my roommate to tell
Murray High School and just Friday The degree will be preher I'm at the library I want to see this old lady again like I
completed her training at the sented to Marshall in Welling?'
want to go to Viet Nam I hate to insult her, but I sure don't
Ezell Beauty School She vrill4 ton July 2.
want to see her again How should I handle this'
.t
be employed at Judy's Beauty
Shop Mr Parker attended CalSOPHOMORE
CHOLERA EPIDEMIC
loway County High School and
DEAR SOPHOMORE:
KARACHI • (UPI) — Health
retina her mosey ssillb a is scheduled to leave May 13
-thaak•ysm" mite. and U•aak her for the cookies. but
officials Friday imposed strict
ash ber for the Armed Services.
am to seed say mare Then cooties.
Mr and Mrs Parker are re- preventive measures to check
to be "otit'• 'wiles Me
tails is time she will be sufficiently disemsraged to forget
siding on Kentucky Lake near the spread of a cholera epidevoe.
mic which has caused about
New Concord,
200 deaths in West Pakistan
DEAR ABBY Several months ago my mother passed
away She and my father had been married nearly 50 years
and seemingly had a good life together
To me. ,it seemed disrespectful to my mother's
memory,
but ONE WEEK after my mother's burial my
father la
minister; began seeing other women Less than three months
later ne remarried This marriage lasted four months,
'they
gota
quick Ivorce, and within 30 'nays my father
remarried
again"- UPI r
One of tliou-w up in the
Now my father insists that his grandchildren call his new the most curiently fashionable
Prime
Charles.
le, titled
wife "Grandma
My children all remember their real labriis In London 1- Pi ince of Prince of Wales 'bec'ause he is
Wale. heck and Ill
,
(
)
fillet of heir to the throne, didn't know
grandmother and it doesn't seem natural to them (Nor to rue
1
its namc when he ordered the
Should I insist they call this woman -Grandma" just because Wale* has unkilowiniilv NUJ'
himself with thiretied upon It for Ins m's suit. fabric for
their grandfather demands
Or am I within my rights to tell
he s a
The fabric. populism fie bottr rrsv isorio , tourin
them they don't have to' So far they call her "Mrs -- -,
-er.ione
- hut 1141,1* heel
is a
rnen and
sit-an
'
DA I'G HTER
l'i•Oltwei-ht emit_ cloth In
!t ,10
pah. oirifcc.Oeuisoi 't
Di AR DUI:11MR: Tell the children to call the lady ,ities 11.1 hIsirk and
, Forests cover 95 per cent of
o bates er comes naturally.
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( ht.
(
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Sagging Bed Makes
Sagging Marriage
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"
441144 of.
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marked "10
cake mix
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sells for 29
Cents Off"
le
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Society
Woman's
redgul
baer lp
heend
ikreiclye otof
you.tw
ceLts,tbit
min petricie Eve. th
amples.
The women who sew expertly others
will meet with Mrs. David Brashould follow her exalways
press
each
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p.m.
sher at seven
this product of 39 cents. How
•••
sew. Those whose results are rett.
ewr, if this same label 'ass
a
bit
looking
selhomemade
•
•
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The Garden Department o f
throughout the year ale
dom
use
the
iron
except
for
the Mufiray Woman's Club will
II your eyes get tired wheD .the cake mix never sold at a
final
pressing.
Pressing
is
a
meet at the club house at 1:30
you watch TV, perhaps tb. price higher than 29 cents, the
doesn't have enough manufacturer would be deceti
m Mrs. Wade Crawford will skill that, when handled well,
contributes
noticeably
to
the
have the meditation and a tour
light. Watching television need int you. The new law regulates
custom
made
appearance
of
down garden paths will be the
be no harder on the eyes than such unethical practices. —Miss
Mr and Mrs. Corbett Farless program. Hostesses are Mee clothes. Pressing helps to share any other "close, work" if the
Irma Hamilton.
the
fabric
to
the
figure;
it
flatreturned home Monday after dames L. E. McSwain, H. Ed
•• •
room is properly lighted. Lots
spending a week with their son Chrisman, Gene Brandon, W tens seams and edges, and it of light isn't necessary for telegroup of the basic
meat
The
time
It
is
actually
your
saves
Rev. Robert Farless and family B. Graves, and Lester Nanny
vision watching, but you do
•••
always wise to test a scrap of Deed same light throughout the roue food groups includes lean
of Wheaton, Maryland
meats, fish, poultry, eggs, ekoa,
_ *• •
'
and
The Town
Country the fabric before pressing on room. Try to have the wall softpeanut butter, dry peas, agg
Miss Kathy Faye Miller of Homemakers Club will meet at the garment because the a- fr lighted behind the televisior
beans. Foods in this group a?E
Murray has been dismissed the home of Mrs. Howard Giles, mount of moisture, heat and set to avoid great contrast be
valued for their protein, which
from Western Baptist Hospital. Loch Lomond Drive, at 7:34 Pressure required will vary' tween the screen and wall. A
with the fiber content anct fin- lamp over or beside the screet is needed for growth and rePaducah
p.m.
pair of the body tissues. These
•2
4•
ish of the fabric. A leaflet,
•• •
will light this wall without re"Pressing Techniques tar Home Beating on the screen. — Mn, foods also provide iron, this.'
Magdelene
Manning
Miss
Friday, May 3
mine, riboflavin, and niacin.
spent last week in Clarksville.
The May Fellowship Day Sewing", prepared by the Uni- Juanita Amonett
Each person should have 2
• ••
Tenn.. visiting her cousin. Mrs program will be held at the versity of Kentocky Extension
servings, daily (2 ounc- ,
Young people have particip- or more
Eric Thomas and Col. Thomas First Presbyterian Church at Service, may. be secured by
serving)
They also visited another cous noon opening with a potluck writing or railing Catherine C ated in 4-H club work in the es edible portion, to a
Extension United States for over 50 years. you may substitute 2 eggs; 1
Area
in, Mrs. Rymon Sholar of Bum. , luncheon The program is spon- Thompso,e,
cooked dry beans, dry
pus Mills, Tenn.
sored by the Church Women Agent/hi Clothing and Textiles, The traditional pattern of oper- cup
•••
or lentils; or 4 tab!4
peas,
Hickman,
Kentucky,
or
your
lomemclub
for
a
been
has
ation
United.
•• •
County Extension Office.— ber to enroll in a 4-H club and spoons of peanut butter as one
Mr and Mrs. Russell Phelps
. Catherine C. Thompson. carry out an educational plan serving of meat. — Miss Franand children. Janet and Keith.
The annual spring m
•• •
known as a project. Today this ces Hanes. • •
of Covington. Tenn, were the elementary. program will,
Here's
a
tip
that can save same plan may be followed, but
weekend
of
her
pat
.
guests last
presented
at Carter Elniecenents. Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Mil- Lary School at 7:30
m. All you a lot of extra steps as you there are also other ways to
ler, North 17th Street.
children will take
in the do housecleaning chores. Keep engage in 4-H club work. Some 'Winning' Wagner
•••
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—fteeon hand a good supply of soaps, 4-H projects, such as automoprogram.
detergents, scouring powde
and eenseevation, are -open ert Wagner will
top billMi.:- and Mrs Max Jones
and soap-filled pads — and to any youth regardless of 4-H ing with Paul Newman and
Workman of Lynn Grove Route
Satupilfy, May 4
Joanne
source
of
Woodward
store
them
near
each
groups
in
Sometimes
membership.
"WinOne are the parents of a son,
A danc 'will be held at Cha
ning" for Universal.
Russell Howard, weighing nine 3 Ke
Brotherhood Club, 611 running water in the house so do not organize formally in a
•
you
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they
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when
handy
by
conduct
meetings
and
club
pounds four ounces, born , Map , starting at eight p.m.,
Sock
In
Uniform
them.
—
Barletta
Wrather.
Mrs.
parliamentary
procedure.
In.
Thursday, May 1, at 4:15 a.m fe uring Grapes of Wrath
••
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Oldstead they decide upon some
at the Murray-Calloway County and, Admission is $1.00 single
Today's homemaker faces I area of study, such as a 4-H timer Bruce Cabot dons a uniHospital. The grandparents
and $1.50 double.
constant decisions — what to bicyclesafety project, and they form once again and joins
• ••
Mrs. M. 0 Jordan and Mr.,,alid
John Wayne
McMrs. Harry lianeline. E.
Tryouts for the Kirksey buy; how to budget the family study the topic together until Rosa in "The and Katharine
Hellfighters."
father. Baseball Leagues will be at Income, care for the children, completion of the project. —
Neely is a great gr
Mr. Workman teach school at ten a m for the Pony League, stretch her time and energy to Mrs. Dean Roper.
•
•
•
Debut
Mayfield.
12 noon for the Park League, cover everything that must be
HOLLYWOOD
•
Not only must products be
UPI)—Lesand two p.m_ for the Little, done.
She seeks reliable, unbiased free of deceptive or misleading lie 0obel, 13-year-old daugha
.
—
rs.. Car*.'KO of League.
• Mr and
ter
of
George
Gobel,
will malt,.
information to help her with terms but misleading "bargain
•• •
Route One are the
Farmingt
her
acting
debut
in
a road
of a daughter, Deboparen
Murray
University her job. Extension borne eco-, price" labeling also is prohibit- company of —The
The
Impossibi,
rah nn, weighing six pounds School Junior Class will scions nomists supply sound facts ed. Bargain promotions such am Years"
which
stars
her
father
sis'-ounces, born on Monday, or a car wash from 8.30 a.m, based on scientific research'
slispril 29, at 5:15 am, at the to four p m at the J&S Wishy from university and govern.
Murray-Calloway County Hos- Washy Price is $1 50 per car. went sources.
The modern homemaker alsol
pital Grandparents are Mr. and Call 753-3714 for pickup and
searches beyond the home hoMrs Harry Key of Farmington delivery.
rizon. She wants to understand
•••
Route One and Mr and Mn.
the problems of her communRay Lamb of Murray Route
Saturdsy, May 4
the world.
One Mrs Liza Ferguson of Ca
The Derby Day dinner dance ity, her Nation, and
106 NORTH 10th STREET
How economics Extension produ is a great grandmother.
Calloway
at
the
will
be
held
•••
learning opCounty Country Club A catered grams give her
Mr and Mrs. Rob Jones dinner by the House of Grace, portunities that make her a
spent the weekend with their l'aducah. will be served from better citizen as well as a wisson and family, Dr and Mrs eight to nine p m followed er homemaker. — Mrs. Maxine
Franklin Jones and children of by the dance with music by Griffin.
•• •
Nashville. Tenn_
•• •
(By Appointment Only)
•• •
Each time I have dinner with
Saturday, May 4
and
of
someone
never
know
how
Rudd
I
Guy
Mr. and Mrs
The Sigma Chi Sigmas of
Ferndale. Mich. are spending Murray State University will when to do everything' Watch
months
here
in
the hostess — especially when
the summer
have an ice cream social at
Murray at the Berry Apart- Hart Hall starting at 11 30 a. in. in doubt. The hostess is supments on South 4th Street. The Homemade ice cream and cake posed to lead the meal so
Rudds are former residents of will he sold.
Finest Selection
Lynn Grove
•••
will meet with Mrs. G. T. Lilly
•. •
The women of St. John's at 7 30 p.m.
•••
Episcopal Church will have
Galloway
a bake sale in front of Belk's
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
starting at nine a. m. Cakes, the First Baptist Church WKS
cookies, pies, candy, and home will meet with Mrs. J. I. Hostel
at 7 30 p.m.
The Calloway County High made bread will be on sale.
•• •
•••
FHA executive council met re410 North 4th Street
Phone 753 7158
Monday, May 6
The Ruby Nell Hardy Circle
cently for its regular monthly
Murray
Ilts .
:..ottie Moon Circle of of the First Baptist Church
Kentucky
meeting in the home ecor.othe Ft t Baptist Church WMS WMS will meet with Mrs. Harmics department
The meeting was called to
old Beaman at 7 30 p.m.
order by president. Cathy Her
rig. The officers made plans
for the May meeting. and discussed the District FHA meeting to be held on April 29
The officers were reminded
of the FHA Style Show to he
held on May 9 in the Calloway
County High Gym The meeting was adjourned by president. Cathy Harris

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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1
0,5 38c

FROZEN LEAF OR

LOADIR KILLED
'LUANDA, Angola 4Th - Port-

Early Bird Auto
410 North

4th. Street

Phone 753 7158

1

uguese forces said Fridgy they
had killed the leader of guerrillas fighting Portuguese rule
in Angola Military headquarters said Jose Mendes De Carvalho, chief of the army of
the Popular Movement for Liberation of Angol, was killed in
a rebel attack on Caripande in
Eastern Angola early this month.
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Is this a good reason for shopping A&P7
It's one of many.

has erupted 49 times since
Sunday, the Philippine Volcanology Commission said today.
The 8,284-foot peak 200 miles
southeast of Manila has been
exploding about every three
hours after lying dormant 11
years. The lava from the eruptions has failed to reach populated areas so far.
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That's the way we are at A&P
because we care about you...and yours.

VOLCANO ACTIVE
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BON ELESSBEEF

We've had 108 years experience
finding "lost Mommies:'
And we have a *hole group of friendly people working at your A&P
who'll wipe away those tears
and round up that missing Mother.
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Sirloin Steak
T-Bone Steak
FROZEN OCEAN

LINCOLN. Neb (UPI) Wonder how to wash permanent press fabrics? Listen to
directions from Jane Speer*,
University of Nebraska Extension Specialist in textiles,
clothing and design
She suggests: set the dial to
warm Set the washer for its
shortest cycle If It has no time
setting. Just advance the dial
to rinse after 15 minutes At
the cooling cycle stage, remember that permanent press responds best to a final rinse in
cold water

irises 14Ker

Racine en
Air
C11
,4
.76
,1

•

Don't believe we have lost mothers at A&P?
You would if you saw
a teary-cheeked tyke look up tt a checker or clerk and say,
"My Mommy's lost:'
Funny thing, children are never lost
-just their mommies sire.
It happens every day.
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SAN FRANCISCO .UPI) If worn improperly, a contact
lens can scratch the cornea of
the eye and eventually cause
blindness, warns an ophthalmologist at the University of
Francisco
San
California's
Medical Center
"Once the thin protective
layer covering the cornea is
torn, the cornea is easily infected because it has no blood
supply and thus lacks the white
blood cells which tght off bacterial invasion," explains Dr.
Samuel J Kimura.
"A corneal infection which
goes undetected for a long time
can result in a vision-impairing scar or the loss of an eye,"
he adds
A corneal scratch is often
caused by improper insertion or
removal of • contact lens or by
rubbing the eye when the lens
Is in place The person who
wears his contacts for only the
prescribed 10 or 12 hours a day
will be alerted promptly by pain
to the injury, Kimura says.
One who habitually wears
contacts for longer periods than
recommended may not feel pain
because over-use of contacts
deadens the sensitivity of the
eye. He may remain totally unaware of the scratch until his
vision becomes blurred, and by
then permanent damage may
have occurred. Kimura says
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THE HORSE STILL IS KING- TO
THE AMISH Still using horses instead or
tractors. an Amish
farmer drives a six -horse disk to
get his land ready for conk planting
at the Amish
settlement neai A reola III

nil
(UPT)-R44ire tor) bill.
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42nd Judicial District
CALLOWAY-MARSHALL-LIVINGSTON COUNTIES
.
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, MAY 28, 1868
HONEST - QUALIFIED - VETERAN
Paid for by Ed Overbey,'Treasurer

TULSA, Okla. (UPI) -Sales
of LP-gas, principally propane
and butane, increased 5.9' per
cent during 1967, to an estimated 14 4 billion gallons. the
American Petroleum Institute
reports.
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Hay was the largest field
RAISE TAXES
California has been the
crop in California in 1967 with
7,579,000 tons produced, cal- leading state in agriculture for
DUBLIN (UPI) - Finance ued at 9218 million.
the past 20 years
Minister Charles J. Haughey ,
introduced an $811 million budget in parliament Tuesday. It
13E0R(3E E.
will raise taxes for liquor and
beer, tobacco and gasoline. The
budget calls for an increase in
FOP
social welfare services.
ATTORNEY
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NEW CAR
THAT SHINY
to get
took more than

two years
in the showroom
to, build, and about 11 hours to put together on the
.•''
assembly line. These behind-the-scenes styling photos from
•sPord'at Dearborn. Mich are typical of what precedes auto
elav models, then plastic, and some wood.,
manufacture .
and finally something looking like real thing, but isn't, yet.
.
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Refrigerator,
Can Aid Hair
And Skin
—
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (LTI) —
beauty potions on the cosmeti
counters are legion and p
antm miracles. But raiding
refrigerator also can feed yo
skin and hair, externally.
Everyone's heard of Cleo
Era enhancing her legen
charms with milk baths. In
these days, a tubful of milk
wrecks a budget, but try this.
soother for face and hands.!
Pour about two-thirds cup of
milk into a small bowl. Satur
ate a cotton ball in this and use
it to remove all old makeup
Use another application to soothe any irritated areas of akin;
even dishpan hands respond.
Cucumber long has been
beauty treatment. Ask greatgrandma. Often it's considered
a skin whitener, and certainly
it's a complexion cooler. With
a sharp knife, cut three generous slices off a fresh cucum,
her. Slide slice over your fore!
head, nose, chin and cheeks.!
Turn it over and slide upward!
on the neck. Now comes even,
more refreshment
, Lie down on your back and,
I get comfortable. Close eyes'
sine of
and apply the two other slicer SEEK PRESIDENCY
over eyelids Dream if you will,. these two men may be electbut remove the slices after five. ed president of Czechoslominutes. If you've left the red! vakia. a Communist nation
of the cucumber handy, eat a; in the ferment of liberalization. by Parliament in
couple of slices, plain or lightly salted, to complete the tonic
Prague to replace deposed
before y•u start dinner.
strongman Antonin Novotny.
These old-time beauty recip
They are retired army Gen.
ins from the kitchen or drug
Ludvik Svoboda itopo and
stare ITT included in the cur- Slovak
todislaw No.
rent edition of Today's Secrevornesky lower
tary, a publication for the
white collar girl.
Comb through any old cook
hooks of general culinary ad•
, vice and you'll find sections de' voted to granny's goodies for by United Press International
Today is Tuesday. April 30,
beauty Consider this one to
clear a tanned skin included the 121st day of 1968 with
In the everyday cookbook to follow
The moon is between its first
printed in 1892, and with secLions on "How To Be Hand- phase „and first quarter.
The 'morning star is Venus.
some" and "Some of the SecThe evening stars are Mars
rets of Beauty"
Wash skin with a solution of and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
carbonate of soda and a little
In 1789. George Washington
lemon juice, then with Fuller's
Mirth water, or the juice of un- took the oath of office in New
York City, as the first Presaripe grapes"The first step to good looks dent of the United States.
In 1945, Nazi Dictator Adolf
Is good health," the cookbook
advises -And the first elemeet Hitler committed suicide in a
or health is cleanliness Keep! bunker in Berlin as World War
dean — wash freely, bathe re-; U in Europe drew toward the
gularly. All the skin wants is,' end.
! Also in 1045. Russian troops
leave to act ."
Now, Pm not sure of the ad.: captured the Reichstag in Ber
viSability of this method flee! tin and raised the Communist
making the eyes shine. "kW flag oser the German capital
de cologne is occasionally deep_ ,In 1963 to raise funds for
pad into the eyes.. with the ed- education. New Hampshire apfeet of making them brighter. proved the first legal sweep
The operation is painful, and stakes lottery in the Inited
it is said that half a dozen States since 1804.
A thought for the day Dandrops of whiskey and the same
quantity of eau de cologne, tat- tel Webster said: "Justice, sir,
en on a lump of sugar, is quite is the great interest of man on
;earth."
as effective."
1 Egg on your face goes Do
1 yond the meaning of being embarrassed. It's an old favorite
for facials. Do this after your
regular face-cleansing routine,
advises Today's Secretary Take
two fresh eggs and separate
Q. — My Social Security
whites from yolks save yolks check went up in March —
for your next meat loaf or enough to put me over the in
scrambled eggs.
come limit for the amount of
Beat the whites with fork or pension I get from the Veterans
wire whip until they're stiff„ Administration Yet. I recer.
Apply over the whole face, 1110 ed a pension check in the Ban.
lax with your feet elevated Mr,amount from VA around t•
10 minutes. The skin should . first of April Was this a n;
feel taut when you smile, be- Hake' Will I have to retu
cause the masque is tightening the VA cheek'
the pores. Now, wash with cool
A — The amount of t•
water.
VA pension check which \
received around the first
April was no mistake And
URANIUM FIND
won't have to return it. t
largest
The
get—
TOKYO
March 28, 1968, President JO
uranium deposits ever found in son signed Public Law 90-2on
discovered
been
Japan have
which specifically. protects p.
Honshu, the nation's most pop sioners like yourself from a'
news
aR
Kyodo
; ulous island,
reduction in their VA belief
ency said today The *posits due to the recent hike in So.
million
3
I
!were estimated at
Security payments This is Ii
i tons
'not only for 1968-but also
1969 For information as
; how your higher Social Set
ity income may affect your
hi.
pension beginning in
' check With your nearest `.
office.
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BANK
Where Your Money Works For You
Take a long look at these examples. They show you how
your money works for you when you have your accounts
at Peoples Bank. Are YOUR dollars in a Peoples Bank
account? If so, you know they're working for you.

.
)
Tr

Thin foil ia applied to clit model. then ...neared olth "elk one
&ream to alloa cood aritaration of the mold front Use clay.
Patlernuniker. and upholsterers build a complete Uterine.

1
4

par

A taa•ti." fabricator pulls a portion of a mold fruits clay
modal %% Met molded pin-ea are reanownitiled. a ...peaty -up of
.
Elm.s fiber. nul•od aith resin duplicaten clay model

ahoodoiaker nod.. on ...Leiden of "Ulan nod aostisiag Work.-
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Veterans Questions
and Answers

I -.ter upholsterers hasten a complete new interior 'Seam n
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INCOME: Last year we paid out $1.026,234.78 in salaries, stock dividends
and interest on savings. Most of these income dollars were spent and invested locally.

Sr
dr

PERSONAL L()ANS: During 1967, we loaned $2,361,974.82 to finance new
cars and for other worthwhile purposes. Another example of your income
dollars at work!

he

re

HOME LOANS: Home-making's our business. In l%7, we loaned M614,661.44 to home-makers in Calloway County to buy and build their own homes
and for other purposes.

so

cii

or

BUSINESS LOANS: Just look where the action is and you'll see $3,856,327.79
commercial loan dollars at work! (Today's total was nearly $4,000,000.00)

Sf

BOND PORTFOLIO: Peoples Bank has 11,725,756.94 invested in and committed to community development. These are your deposit dollars working
for your benefit!

•
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• at
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SAYINGS: This year we expect to pay est more than $500,000.00 dollar; In
Interest to our savings customers You're a sure winner when you bank your
dollars at Peoples Bank.
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NAUTICAL CHARTS
Paaaenad tioruMet
LANDING JETLINER SKIDS Off RUNWAY
International
Kraniff
a
of
slot,'
a
thr..1,14n
on landing
111I1Vaity
the
off
it
attrx
Arronieyo-imiLLiiiisx
friternational - Affport in Ecuador The flight uri5and porter of none
tn.it...1 in. 141.617/1 Fla Only the pilot
R.Imrphol••
-(u.n lull iii.rra•n,aboard were injured

Guy McCuiston
ApprocAles Your Business

Early Bird Auto
farr

410 North - 4*. Street
Murray;

Phone 753 7158
Kentucky

LONDON (UPI) — The 110‘.,1
j Navy has been ordered to I &Way with fathoms on its na••
cal charts A directive Fry:
from hy.drographer Rear Art:
G. S Kittle ordering ()banging
the traditional six-foot depth
markings for measurements in
meters.
CRIME .UP
SPACE PACT SIGNED A 1.
el .0 011 tIVIJI.411 ilfi hue
ROME (UPI) — Italy's air
rIli .rbje, 1III Iftr01111
rate showed a sighificient
a frown 'spa.
'-tis,
crease in 1067. the Central I
.gric.1 in W,ishiligtoil• M..
smote' of Statistics reve.,:,
I,. Vi
'us.n.1 laat.lon
Friday. Pubic reported 513.:
I
i.jEloat • fi IPIV4
r:rimes during 1967. with
.1.41, 1..1 ,
-1...tr I PY..11
, ,...pumber of murrieri• in !
'IV
1 • net.cd flt.are I - Hu(ountry increasing by 109 i
in Anitr.iano.irr Anal..1%
rmil. and robberies and ext ,
....
look.
vim)
....hi
lion, up 9.5 per cent:- -

at
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COME IN . . . WELL TAKE CARE OF ALL DETAILS'IN TRANSFERRING

vet

YOUR ACCOUNT TO OUR BANK. WITHOUT EMBARRASSMENT TO YOU
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x 35' AMERICAN trailer, air.
conditioner. Phone 753-7353
May-30-P

•

1967 EMBASSY Trailer, 12' x
60' Excellent condition, 3 bedrooms, all-electric. See or call
Thanes E. Lovett, 435-5562.

4

POODLE PUPPIES Brown male
Whelped
standards
3 10-68.
Championship bloodline, AKC.
Disposition bred. Excellent pets
753-8330 evenings only.
M-4-P
NEW fashion colors are Sue's
delight. She keeps her carpet
• colors bright-with Blue Lustre! Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K.
M-4-C
TWO NICE building lot/ in
Grove Heights Subdivision, located near Elm Grove church.
Lots of shade. Walter Schroad-er, phone 733-2406.
K-7,JC
DINETTE SET, chest of drawers, box spring and matress.
All in good condition Call 7585718 after 5:00 p. us.
M-2-P

fS

1951 BUICK, 4-door, black. Excellent condition. Phone 756
4589.
M4-C
BEAGLE PUPPIES. Call 436
5470 after 5:00 p. m.
M-2-C
1906 MUSTANG, excellent condition, 3-speed stick shift, 6
cylinder: can 4662922.

•

CERTIFIED SOY BEAN seeds,
Hood, Dare, and Clark-63. Murray Warehousing Corporation,
Inc., Old Concord Road. Phone
76341220.
14-2-C
1905 HONDA, 305 motorcycle
Scrambler. Call 753-1703. M-2-C

•

1965 CORVAIR Monza Sport
Coupe, Cherry red with black
vynl interior, bucket seats, four-

MOVING
Reasonable and reliable, Phone
753-7271.
H-May-16-C
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Janitor Service, Commercial, Industrial, Residential, 492-8485
M•23-C

speed, low mileage, nice, rea- ANGVS BULL, f years old, re- ihuge trees that affords beauty Temple Hill cemetery. It Insonable. Phone 753-8124. 11-2-C gistered, with qualities.
Grogan or
terested see
NOTICE
Call and -shade.
31-8-C
M4P NEAT AND attractive 3-bed Henry Childress.
SUMMER MATERNITY clothes, 753-5538.
room brick in Meadowlane Sublike new. 3 dresses, size 7 to MAYTAG wringer-type washer,
wait- EliCTROLUX SALES & Serdivision. Ceramic bath, family WANTED: Experienced
vice.'Box 213, Murray, Ky C
9-$5.00 each; 2 short sets, size $15.00. Call 753-5738.
M4C area and kitchen with built-in ress, steady work, above aver- IL Sanders.
Phone 382-3176,
10-$4.00 each. Phone 753-3903.
Call
range. Concrete driveway and age salary, plus good tips.
Lynnville, Ky,
H-May-16-C
M-2-C '55 CHEVROLET, 2-door extra
big beautiful trees on a fenced Kentucky Lake Lodge RestaurM-4-C
nice. Call 753-3443.
474-2259, Aurora. Ky.
ant
WALLACE
in
back
lawn.
HEADQUARTERS
CHEVROLET Pickup, snub-nose
lit-4-C Now Open - Second
_
AN IMMACULATE 3-bedroom
and Main
automatic transmission,
with
DAIII1A BULBS, 19( a bunch brick located in an area of
streets.
The
public is cordially
many IMMEDTATE opening for meradio, steel bumper and trailer
11'C
Call 753-7544.
Invited
to
fine
homes.
drop in and visit.
This outstanding
condition,
Excellent
hitch.
Ky.
Western
chanic. Apply
M-4-P
11-3-C BOYS 24" BIKE. Very good home has numerous extra feat- Stages Garage.
$750.00. Call 753-3018.
M4-C
condition. Call Alonzo Forrest, ures. An inviting foyer, extra
The
steamboat
"New
OrOWNER: 2 acres, good 6large
family room with fire- PART-TIME HELP - Apply in
M-4-C
753-3189.
room house, storage room, carplace, book cases, and sliding person, Scotty's Standard Ser- leans," first successful steamport, electric heat, running wa- BLUE MIST Chinchilla. These glass doors onto the patio. A vice Station, East Main. M-4-C er on the Ohio and
Rivers, made its first run to
ter, small barn, on Lynn Grove animals are registered animals. fully equipped and well designNew Orleans from Louisville in
FOR RENT
Highway, 5 miles west of Mur- Will sell for less than equip- ed kitchen. Indirect lighting
October, 1811.
ray. Call 435-4723.
ment. Can be financed. For throughout the house and 3
APARTMENTS: One
More information, call 436-2334. full bedrooms. A quality built THREE
NICE 3-bedroom brick on large
11-M-4-C home and the floor plan pro- unfurnished, couples only. Call
lot 1 mile from city limits
.
M-4-C
vides you the ultimate in pri- 753•1950.
Has large ceramic tile bath, 1959 FORD Fairlane 500 Needs vacy.
-BEDROOM trailer,
main,
wall-to-wall carpet, electric heat, muffler and a hack
TUCKER REALTY & INS CO.. 1967 TWO
wide. Private. Married couwindow air conditioner, family $75.00 Also two-tone grey bed- 502 Maple
Street. Murray, Ken- 10'
11-2-C
ple. Phone 753-4481.
room, built-in range, $15,750. room suite with springs and tucky,
Phone 753-4342; Donald
ALSO LARGE 3-bedroom Tr - mattress. Call 753-7103. 114C R. &
Pearl T. Tucker, Home SMALL FURNISHED apartment,
level house. House on large
SPINET PIANO for sale by Mo. Phone 753-5036j,Bobby Grogan, suitable for man or working
let. kias garage, den and bath
Home Phone /53-4978.
H-1TC couple-. Located at 595 Poplar
Maical instrument Dlztr
on 1st level, living room with
M-4-C
Small payments. May be seen
753-1784.
1954 TRIUMPH650 CC Cycle, Call
fireplace, dining area and kitlocally. Please write immed200 miles since bottom engine HOUSE available June 1. Good
chen on 2nd level, 3-bedrooms
Musical
iately.
in
Missouri
and bath on 3rd level, carpetoverhauled, sound mechanical- children' clothes for sale Call
Hampton Village, 5037 Chiply, $150.00. Call 753-7944.
ed throughout, intercom system,
220
at
753-1334 or inquire
pewa, St. Louis, Missouri 63109.
$23,300.
141-3-C South 13th.
14-4-P
ITC
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
Registered, SMALL
apartFURNISHED
In Bagwell Manor Sub. Has fire- MODERN DESIGN, 2-bedroom QUARTER-HORSE
year old gelding King and ment for single woman, man, or
place, range, 2 baths, carpeted brick, located near the South 4
wimpy breeding.
Call 7534038 couple. Call 753-7506.
M4C
throughout, central heat and Side Shopping Center This ap- after 4
m.
14-1)-C
air conditioning, $20,500.
pealing home has an entry hall,
FURNISHED, modern 2-bedroom
3-BEDROOM house and 5 acres large closets, electric log firelake cottage, accomodating
=LP WANTED
of land on Ky. Lake. Has over place, outside storage and
Call Greene Wilson, for reserva500 ft. of lake front on main concrete drive way, real met
to work at Co-Op feed CM tmaL alter 5:00 P' m"7534336*
lake and coming back in-to a lot. Owner is moving from Mur
H-M-4-C $250,000 WINNER
Mrs.
and make deliveries. Apply in
very nice protective cove, 2- ray.
Michael Pasek throws bills
car carport with nice tool shed. WEAL 2-bedroom brick with person at Calloway-County Soil
WANTED TO BUT
into the air as she is anprovement Association, In19' Century boat with 60 H. P. formal dining room, 2 baths,
goad, Murray.
TFc
dustrial
grey inboard motor. House has spacious den, abundance of clo- "
V=TTED: Twin beds with gooa nounced the winner of the
two baths, year-around heat, sets and storage space Many ,p/ANTED:
Call $250,000 super prize in the
man with art talent springs and mattresses.
windbw air-conditioner, furni- extra features such as built in
11-14 New" York State Lottery.
753-6580.
to work in sign shop. Phone
She is a secretary in a Sarature, all for $21,500.
appliances, fireplace, Patio with 753-8703 between 6:00 and 9:00 WANTED. A good used refrigtoga Springs. N.Y., blink
NICE SHADY LOT on Henry a fountain, surrounded
by beau- p. m.
11-3PC
erator with a nice size freezing
Street. Ideal for
Her bo,s, Jerome Hanshue
split-level tiful shrubbery, breezeway, car- -compartment Call 753-6492.
house, $2850.
is laughing behind her
post and a 2-car garage with WANTED' Someone to mow
M-7-P
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West automatic doors, and an excepMain St., Phone 753-1651. ITC Lionel 120' x 285' lot with many

John

✓

CARD OF THANKS

CARD OF THANKS
We would like to thank the
sin- many friends and neighbors
We wish to express
cere thanks to our friends and' who helped us on clean up day
neighbors for their kind deeds after the tornado. We
have
extended to us when the tor- some wonderful people in this
nado destroyed our buildings. troubled world. The Rescue
To the ones that worked so Squad who did a wonderful job,
faithfully in the rain to free I don't know what we would
our livestock and to everyone have done without their help
that came the following Tues- We want to thank the Red
day to clean up the debris. Cross who has been so nice and
Also, to the Red Cross that helped us so much We will
furnished drinks and sandwich- always be grateful to eery one
es.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffman
The many acts of kindness
Dexter, Ky.
were greatly appreciated and
11'1'
will never be forgotten.
mita The State Plower of MooGrace and James Gilbert
ns Is the bitterroot
••
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's euale
OUTE) UCIOU
5 Time gone by
uum UPON gi2.0
ACROSS
6-Leased
WOOLIP MO rants
7 Hoc*
OOMM MAMA
Mississippi 'liens' step
WOOMM3@
GM
Joon
4-Fat of sone
MMMUU
09U 00111
9-Worthless
11-Fuel
lea.mg
MM NOO DOLI OM
12-High mountem
10-liereeage
MO MO& DMIANs
13-S-shaped
11 Conducted
NU SOMORUNO
molding
17 Teutonic cle.t,
MUM WINM
14.14traldoc device
19 Three toed
CIMU MO UMMWAO
sloth
1S-Golf mound
LIMO °MOO OULU
22 Torrid
16 Self-satisfied
VOOU UVO3
aom
24 Maoden loved
15-Move about

BY

p
.

by Zeus
25 Flower
26 Herooc event
27 Stare
openmouthed
25 Solar dusk
29 Uncouth
PelSeel
30 Turf
32-Mmt flushed
33 Offspring

turtively
20-Gull like bird
21-Roman gods
22 Pronoun
23-Ireland
27-Aeroferrn flood
29 Food hsh
30-L4r5e lade
31
32.Rodent
33 Drunkard
34-Spanosh for
NOW

112

35-Sal for
portrait
37-Somd container
311-Dry, as mow
39 Wife of Gani101
40-Metal fastener
41 Dostance
measure (ebb( )
42 loved one
44 flew het
47 Peirce
Si The sett
52-Ged of love
53 Short pocket
54 A state (ebb, I
SS Saiamande,
56 Deproossoon
57 Encountered
DOWN
1 Strokes
2.Danise
measure
3-Murr
Doe,
fattener

3

12

45 Eye closely
46-Profectrve
dotch
47 Writing
Implement
41-Befors
49 Al present
50-Measure of
weight

36-Spanisto for
37-Buccaneer
3149/00.1
40-Peeled
41-11014- ni scald
43-Lahro
conpanctum
44-Coon
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Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz

High Excitement All the Way

AS GOOD AS GOLD
By Edward Wymark
Pros the Coward-McCazia, Inc. novel. 0 Copyright, 111117.
liderard Wymark. Distributed by 10as Features tirade:ate.
• • •
CHAPTER 15
clock. I was'terrified with all
The ferry steamer was remiT FIRST impression of Foo that sea below and think what
Pay Ling was influenced would have happened if Fa told niscent of the old Mississippi
river boats. It was very crowdby that extraordinary miabeat the other passengers."
We laughed and Lee said, ed,and I stood, at the bow,
ef the heart one experiencee
"The
poor
steward
must
have
watching the brilliant neon of
when one sockienly meets a man
Hong Kong Island and the diafor the first time, whom one been embarrassed."
"But that is not all," he went mante of the lights in the harIntuitively already knows. The
"I've done all this before" feel- on "Later, an engine suddenly bour on a purple background.
stopped and the captain came
On the quay I loitered to
ing was inside me
back to speak to um individually, avoid the rush, then strolled
Pay Ling was about thirty111
because by now everyone was round the corner to the Hong
seven years old Mongolian and
feeling nervous, apart from the Kong and Shanghai B an k,
European blood contrived to
abject terror I was experiencing where Scrivener always argive him looks which would
The captain spoke to an old lady ranged for his car to wait. It
have almost Ran/mixed his of
about eighty, an American, was just 8 30 and the large
physical characteristics, but for who
was sitting in front of me white Pontiac was there, parked
the large-lidded eye of the ChiHe said. 'Don't be frightened against the kerb, where I alnaman. He was tall for an Al- about the
engine, madam, it is ways found it. A minute Chinalatic and his clothes hung well just
• precautionary measure.' man. in a dark blue uniform
Sapphire cuff-links gazed dis'Frightened.* she exclaimed loud- that looked black at night, opencreetly from his shirt cuffs and ly so that we
all could hear, 'of ed the door for me
be smelt excessively of lavender. course I'm
not frightened, sir.
We went down Des Voeux
1 But there was nothing feminine, I'm Just glad
to see you've got Road, the small man handling
nothing weak about Foo Pay the humanity to
give those poor the Pontiac with a surprising,
Ling The hand which shook things • rest sometimes.'
That relaxed efficiency. It was surmine was strong and a perfectly did it for all of
um, we even en- prising because Chinamen usualaccented English voice spoke to
joyed watching that feathered ly drive in a tenaed, jerky way,
me. Foo Pay Ling seemed to propeller."
Leaning forward over the wheel.
have achieved the best of both
• • •
I laughed. but I couldn't imagworlds, East and West.
ine Foo Pay Ling being worAylen Scrivener lived on VicTwo waiters glided behind me ried by anything
toria Peak, overlooking the
and Pay Ling asked for our
He went on. "I begin to won- headland and harbour He had
drinks.
der what my destiny holds in been a comparatively poor man
He said. "Lee tells me you store for me next. On one aero- until, in 1958, he had been prohave had • good trip, Mr. Ver- plane, between London and Par- moted to the post of Pacific
is, I was nearly blown up There representative of the Moon
reker."
"Yea," I said, "it's been good was a bomb on board, and the World Insurance Company, covso far. Of course, it's always stewardess would have been ering the cities of Hong Kong,
easy for Lee because she has ✓ucked out, but for the presence Manila and Tokyo. He worked
In Manila and Tokyo and played
only to walk up and down the of mind of one traveller'
I wondered what Foo Pay In Hong Kong, ar his favorite
cabin once, between Singapore
Ling
did. San Francisco, Manila, place in Hong
ong was the
and here, and all the passengers
London, Parts, all of them seem- balcony of his house on the
eat out of her hand."
ed
to
be
his
playgrounds.
Peak.
Lee blushed. "But no, only the
I talked to him about aeroThe house was the property
babies," she said, misunderstanding the phrase, "the other planes, and then we had another of the Insurance Company, and
drink and I got up to go
no doubt the white Pontiac was
have knives and forks"
"I am having a small party also listed amongst the comPay Ling laughed. the quiet
urbane laugh which attracts tonight, and would be very' pany assets provided annually
women, and Lee gave him a pleased if you could come. I for the inspection of their sharepuzzled, appreciative glance and have asked my guests for eleven holders. He regarded them, howo'clock."
ever, as his tenancy for life and
said. "Is that funny?"
"I'm afraid I'm already meet- every time I met him I was
The drinks arrived sad I
watched Foo Pay Ling's power- ing some friends of mine and struck by the immense happiful, tapered hands take hie gin I'm late as it is, otherwise I ness of the man. He had found
said tonic from the tray. A should have been delighted," I his personal Eldorado via a catlle ranch, Guadalcanal, a short
meshed gold strap chalYgel a said.
"Oh, I'm sorry." he said. "But spell in the New York office and
wafer - thin Longines ttf-'his
wrist He offered me a cigarette please ring me when you are a long one in the Far Eastern
from an almost equally thin next in Hong Kong Any friend department in London.
He had quit the inconspicuous
.
of Lee's is welcome at my
gold case
post of PrOvincial Manager and
"Now it is your turn to talk,
Mr Verreker What do you do
I thanked him, and saying a villa in Ruislip to ascend to
between Singapore and here? good night to Lee, I went out the position of an homme d'a/Look the big strong pilot and and up the stairs. At the top Mires in Hong Kong, with a
demand the attention of the fe- the doorman said. "I have paid house on the Peak. Scrivener
male passeneers7" He smiled. off your taxi sir Perhaps I can had come to Hong Kong to stay.
A resourceful, intelligent man,
"Well, you see they need me get you another."
he had deliberately waited while
to keep them in the air while
I'd forgotten the taxi. I felt others climbed over
him into
0 the Captain sleeps."
in my wallet for dollars, and the European and
Middle Eastern
"Oh." he said with a smile, "I
doorman said, 'That's all right, positions in order to
step unophave just come back from San it is already paid,
the compli- posed into the finest
position of
Francisco and halfway to Wake
management,
mente
itah
of
the
all. Moon World reprementntivo
Island I was going up to the
I thought Ftoco Pat, Ling must Western Pacific
lavatory and saw into the cockpit Everyone wruo asleep over be very important
I gave him the five dollars ill
There la a link between
newspapers " lie held his thin
hands up in mock terror "1 in- the same as he knew I would, Nicholas '1 andervell and the
sisted the steward ethould ask and walked down to board the Seri% ene rs.
r,rrov.
e To Ft,
the captain to teirrow my alarni fen-v
ropyroeht. 1967. Edwsre Wymark
From the Coward -M, Cann. In, novel
Distribute/I ly KInk Features Syndicate
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Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

I'm 50 mAD AT)
SLUGGO,
I CAN'T
EAT
/--

OH, FORGET
ABOUT HIM
AND EAT
YOUR EGG

NOW I
FEEL

BETTER

A14.7-7

Abbie 'N Slab

by R. Van Bursa
DOC.HU6HES IS THE ONLY
ONE - - AND HE'S LAID UP.
HOSPITALS DOWN
THE ROAD IN
SOUTH HADLEY .

IS THERE A DOCTOR - OR A Iii4
HOSPiTAL - IN TOWN 7 IP
SO, I 5U6GOST YOU GET
YZPI•
TH15 BOY INTO TRACTION.
I
% .
WELL - IS THERE
A DOCTOR 2

WELL, I'VE DONE
ALL 1. CAN RIGHT
NOW. HE'S YOUR.
PROBLEM
•

HIS LEG'S BROKEN,
IS AU.. THAT FELLER
WALKING OUT
SET IT- GUESS

I)
)

Lil' Abner

bY Al CaPP
EASY ON THE APPLAUSE!!
WE DON'T WANT TO
WAKE H:M.!!

IUSEDTDBE
THE BIGGST
STAR ON TV-NOW I -AV-DOW- EVEN
OWN ONE!!

GOSH,NOM
WATCHING
HIM SLEEP
IS THE MOST

RIEUMUNG
ENTER-

110 AT HIS OWN
ONE
WAKE,
SLEEPS
UNCLE
LIKE
WASN'T AS
HIE
RELAXED AS
SLEEPS!' HIS-

IN SHOW

BIM!!
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THURSDAY — MAY 2, 1968

MURRAY, KEN'tUCEI

Murray Livestock
Market Report
•

MURRAY, Ky Tues., April
30 1969 Murray '...ivestock Auction.
CATTLE: 402; CALVES: 52,
Slaughter cows 50e lower,
slaughter bulls 50-75t lower,
slaughter calves and sealers
75t41.50 lower, feeder steers
and heifers steady.
SLAUGHTER STEERS: Mixed
Good and Choice 800-1150 lb.
$23.25-25.50.
SLAUGHTER HEIFERS: Choice
800.1000 lb $22.75-34_25.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
$18.25-19.50; Cutter 817.00-18.25, Canner $15.25-17.00.
SLAUGHfF-11 CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 270-450 lb
Vealers,
calves $24.25-27.00;
Choice 190-240 lb $31.75-39.25,
Standard
$27.00-31.75;
Good
$23.50-27.00;
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
550-750 lb $24.50-28.50; Mixed
Good and Choice $22.75-24.50;
$21.00-22.75.
Standard
Good
819.00-21.00. HEIFERS. Choice
500-700 lb 823.50-24.75, hided
04U1101 ROOF FALLS IN. 16 ESCAPE Structural .rakneaNra in the 31-year-old building
Good and Choice $22.00-23.50;
caused the roof of All Nations Pentecostal Church to collapse in Chicago just a:. 16 perStandard $19.25-22.00; Choice
sons were finishing a prayer service in the basement, officials believe No one was hurt.
300.550 lb. Steer calves $28.0032.00. Mixed Good and Choice
$26.25-28.00, Good S25.00-26 50;
Standard $23.5025.00. Choice
300-550 lb heifers $24.25-28.50;
Mixed Good and Choice $22.50(Continued From Page 1)
24.25. Good $21 00-22.50; StandiritiANKFORTF- 0-3M-=.4bege—olovies.
FRANKFORT — Standing ard 818.25-21.00.
The Kentucky Board of Educe
, STOCK COWS.:Choice Co. and
5'2- in spike hi1i and wee!
tioe voted Wednesday night to Ipso weeld try to grab the ing a fluffy white hat, Anathea Calf Pairs e200.00-236.00.
public high schools thr- Skeet and the Skunk would Boarman joined 51 other lawrequire
oughout the state to include aplat him and Sport would back yers, all men, before the Ken
other !wont, off.
Negro and
lucky Court,. of Appeals this
group history courses in the
spring and was admitted to the Federal State Market News Sercurriculum or face possible loss Didn't want Sport to kill the practice of law in the date's 'vice, Thursday, May 2,
1988,
of accreditation
Skunk so we got the chain and courts
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
The resolution, believed to judiciously put it on Sport's r' At first glance, the petite Market Report Includes 10 Buy.
be the first adopted by a state collar uust to tell the truth the brunette with the shy taelte tog Stations.
school board in the country. wife pat the chain on him).
looked miscast among the tow- 'Receipts 959 Head, Barrows and
ordered the subjects be taught
ering men, but her credentials Gilts Steady to 25e Loner;
in senior American history'Than es chained Sport to a match those of the huskiifilr Sows Steady to
Mt Lower, Decourses Failure to do so would tree. The Skunk crawled up lawyers there
cline on Wgts., over 450 lb.
be a factor in denying accred- under an Azalea, which is still
Mrs Boarman. 23, is a 1007 US 1-2 200-230
lbs 818 75-19 23;
station by 1970. the board said blooming incidentally, to lick graduate of the University of
US 1-3 190-230 lbs $18 2S-18 75;
Accreditation is ladled en
. his wounds This smelly little Kentucky Lait School and the US 1-3 230-250 lbs
81775.18.25;
cumculuni offered by a sclutrho, creature was still full of fight. youngest member of the Fa.
US 23 240 2110 lbs 816.75-17.75;
including subjects. total num- jAs we approached him. h e yette Coulay Bar Association.
en
ber of courses taught and other warned us by damning his She is one of only two wo_mep
US-12 270-950 lbs 81525-16,25
factors
by a —
I foot We backed off since we' Mr. Boorman is known
in Nurriy.
Few to $$1.75,
A spokesman for the board had no desire to join Sport in num ber e$
said the Department of Educe his 'nevi found perfume.
haying attended Murray State US 1 3 300-450 lbs 114 25 15.25;
tion had been working for the
University for three yeers. US 23 400-650 lbs 113.25-14.25.
past two years on subject mat- Snort serious to high heaves Boorman worked his way the..
erial relating to Negro history and will not be too much in de" °ugh Murray State University,
and other minority group cab
taking lot last year on hrs
and for several days
tributions to American life The
at UK leo
material
the
spokesman said
The Skunk odor Was so strong School.
this
use
for
would be ready
ia the back yard we could men practicing !ivy in that county.
fall
it in the house.
and with her husband. Charles
emceed
The resolution was
• Coe'. O;tits
1
Boarman, becomes the first .
Mc
S.
s
by board member Harry
husband-wife law team in Letwho
Skunk
attorney,
We only hope that the
Alper's. a Negro
ington in 25 years.
Wedodor will help the Azaleas.
submitted his ?enplanes
Mr Boatman, a U.K. Law
amity, saying the eesebdien
School graduate. was sworn in
This seri of thing does clear last year arid this year had
was his -satedictory”
the aim= however
the rare honor of introducing
his wife to the court 'muse&
"lever let this thought go far iately following her admittance
from you — all the blessings to the bar. Mrs Boarrnan be.
and rights that we enjoy as
a full-fledged member of
iCentineed Freer Pops 1)
citizens of this great Nation her husband's law firm.
and have grown firm
A native of England, Mrs.
shores of the Ohio River pre were won
the defensive shield Boatman came to Canada- durgently. I with to extend my behind
pros ided by our fighting men ing her childhood and to the
thanks to you as editor of the
Many men have suffered and United States in 1962, when
Ledger & Times.
died that this might be so. I she attended Newcomb College
In reference to the above
wish I could stand here and at Tulane University She met
mentioned letter, I would like
tell you that their labor and her husband at U.K. when both
to comment, on the behalf of
sacrifice have put the promise were students, and she now
many of my West-Kentucky friof peace within our grasp. I considers Lexington her home.
ends — Negro and white.
can foresee nothing that abso- Her interest lies in the practice
Only a few years ago the
lute But I can see that these of general law but she has rts
Negro and whites got along
men have won for us the right cently been working in family. .
easily — each in his own brand
and strength to meet our re- law
I
visit
recent
a
On
society
of
sponsibilities from a position
Pasture • Hay/Raylage
noticed an element quite forof strength."
Chap•Cores or Plowdowe
Gress
West-Kenonly
not
to
eign
General Harold K. Johnson
I a Extremely last growth
taicky. but much of the south
Day 1087
Veterans
•&sod re-growth altar cutting or
in general. The Negro and
grazing with extra tilleting
whites are uneasy with esch
•Restate nce to last' dianamis
EGG SALE
other.
NEW YORK (UPI. — T:.. •Leas plants, fine stems,. high
sugar percentage
These two separate societies
Murrayans should watch for world's largest central tur-cor - •Ex•ellent yield record in Official
one.
as
joined
be
are about to
condawning
system
he
built
under
to
Sale
the Ma) Egg
State Trials
The White Supremacy Councils
ducted by members of the single contract has been inhave done no more good than
stalled
a:
Co-Op
of
City
Society
a
here,
Phi
Gamma Beta
the militant Negro looters
Murray State University Sat- giant cooperative housing projwitch have followed.
May 4 The purpose of ect scheduled for completion In
urday.
selechighly
Friendship is a
is to raise money for 1970
sale
the
einalhe
Built on a 300-acre site
tive relationship which
to be given to
scholarship
a
awl
time
slowly, lams a long
where an amusement park once
deserving high school senior
a
it
Consequently,
stood. the $285 million project
never cools.
ho will attend Murray State will
house 55 000 persons and
cannot be expected of the white
I ./ gr•m. of•Traits trial. shows
University.
21)
society
offer rhoois rnmmiinity
man to join a Negro
- romerlisrble regrowth pose of
must.
ters, shoot:unit centers, and
.
tt.K&b Sudas Ile.
million strong. the Negro
other service*.
••I SUDII •r• Arprr•••114•40
and will, join and accept, a
Si
II•ort
•••
11•••5••1
Vs•••e•
Dosswassises.
The
white society 180 minims bigi
centralonditioninif
system built by Worthington
It will be many painful yews
FARMERS FEED AND
Admissions, April 30, MO
Corporation provides 25.000
before we will get this spoonMrs Angie Gibbs, 1641 FarSEED CO.
ful of chocolate syrup stirred mer, Murray, Hobart Morgan, tons of cooling for the romple14. Murray, Ky. - Ph. 751-3404
and
offers
Individual rontrois
into a glass of milk Mean- 1511 Kirkwood. Murray; Mrs.
MURRAY HATCHERY
while, we must overlook and Lorne Trevathan, Route 1, Mur- In each of the 15500 apartMurray, Ky. • oh 753-3421
in
ments
35'
high-rise bulldtr,
accept the violence of those ray, Virgil Nanney. 1311 Syca-I
who do not know what they: more, Murray. Daniel C Knouff
have to forgive.
200 South 12th Street. Murray;
Greatefully yours. Mrs Gwendolyn Knouff. 200
aesse
Edward Hal Fox . South 12th Street. Murray. Miss
oN1F TO
Mansfield, Ohio
Aberlrne Skinner. 120 Spruce.
Murrey; Van Ratcliffe. Route
1, Almo; Miss Diane Beale, Al
mo.
Dismissals
ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
Mrs Anna West, Star Route
For the Finest . ..
Mayfield, Mrs Doyle Chand
A Smorgasbord supper will
leer. Dover, Tenn; Mrs Jean
be served at the /kinetic= Legand baby boy, 901 Meabe
Rorts
ion Hail tonight (Thursday)
dow Lane. Murray. Mrs Ern
sponsorm,
p
30
8
to
five
from
'stole Garland and baby girl.
ed by Murray Assembly No. 111
403 South 10th Street. Murray
Girls.
for
Rainbow
the
of
Order
Mrs Amelia Ford and baby
The price is $1 50 for adults
boy. Route I. Mayfield; Mrs
and 75 cents for children. 12
Verme Howard. Route I. Mur
and tinder.
ray; Youel Duncan, Route
The public is urged to attend.
Lynn Grove; Miss Linde Dow
ney. 515 Tar Spring Drive
For
NOW YOU KNOW
Greenville. Johnnie J Walker,
- —
1602 Sunset Drive. Murray.
by United Press International Mrs Juanita Perry. Route '1.
CLOSED MONDAYS
The Malay Archipelago. for- Dover. Tenn Mrs Arlene Bur
Open Tuesday thru Friday 10:30 a.m.
largest
the
is
Malaysia.
merly
keen. Route 6 Murray. Robert
Open Saturday and Sunday at 9:00 a.m.
group of islands in the world. Mathis. Route 1. ,Benion, Mrs
Owne.c1' arid Operated by
3.000
than
more
It consists of
Nellie Merrell. 903 Vine Street.
MR AND MRS CALTON MORGAN
islands of Indonesia and the Murray. James- F Williams. Jr
7 000 i'lands unnamed rocks of (expired). 905 South lath St
Murray.

Schools MustHistory
Teach Negro

SEEN I UFARD . .

SPANN & WILSON
Insurance And Real Estate
We always strive to give you the most for your money and pledge our best
in the future.

Please Check These Listings. .

Wife Joins Husband
In Law Practice

HOUSES! HOUSES!

— BEAUTIFUL LOTS

l

If you are thinking of Wilding or buying a
new home, let us show you some of
Calloway County's most beautiful lots.

murravand

Market Report

eo Just Listed . . . Several Nice Large Lots, some
with shade in beautiful Meadow Green Acres,
one mile out on 121. Priced as low as $1895,
with as low as 107 down payment with three
years to pay.

so One Lot 100x150, in Kingswood
SubdivLsion.

ao Several Waterfront and Lake View
Pine Bluff Shores.

Lots in

people

so Take A Ride over to Canton Shores and see one
of the most beautiful subdivisions on Barkley
Lake. You will surely want one of these lots.,

ifs the talk of
the SOUTH'
•

b....ei•drenre
.

Just the Thing for...

Biggest Air Unit
Cools City Project

a

r Hospital Report

I Morgans Restaurant

Rainbow Girls To
Sponsor Supper
-

* BROASTED CHICKEN
* CATFISH DINNERS
* SEA FOOD
* STEAKS
* SANDWICHES
* SFAORT ORDERS
Party Reservations
• Call 436-5496

A

•

car garage. Living room, patio, and lots of
eloeet space. Built-ins in kitchen and family
room. Located in Canton Shores.
eo Just Listed! Two bedroom lake house at Pine
Bluff Shores. Would sell with or without furniture. This is an attractive place.
vo Four Bedroom Brick Veneer on Ryan Avenue.
This might be just the house you are looking
for.
lio• Very Neat attractive three bedroom brick veneer le baths, large living room, built-ins in
acre lot in
kitchen. Has carport. Located on
Fairview Acres.
vo Very Nice Three Bedroom Brick Veneer in Canton Shores Subdivision on Barkley Lake. This
house has two-car garage, patio and all modern conveniences
so One Of The Best Locations In Town. Four bedroom frame, one nice lot. This place must sell!
so One Of The Best locations in town. Four be room frame on nice lot, located on Elm Street
This place must sell. Owner leaving kern.
eo Nice Brick House on ten acres of land on Irvin
Cobb R.oad Three bedrooms, living room, kitchen, dinette, utility and carport. Easy finance
can be arranged on this place.
so Real Pretty Two Bedroom Frame with brick
trim. Has large living room, pretty kitchen,
large utility room and carport. This place must
sell.
so New Trailer on good lot in Panorama Shores.
This is a real good buy at $5,500 00
re Three Bedroom Frame. Completely redecorated, all new carpet Near college Priced to sell.
too New Three Bedroom Brick Veneer on' corner
lot. Has all carpeted bedrooms and living room.
See this nice house. Old brick makes it easy to
look at. Price $1500000
io Here is a Four Bedroom Cottage overlooking
beautiful Kentucky Lake. Lots of living space.
Two fireplaces. You can toss a stone in the
lake from the front porch!
vo Two Bedrooms and lots of living apace is what
you will see at this cottage on one of Kentucky
Lake's most beautiful waterfront lots. New
Early American furniture.
,Pretty Three Bedroom Brick Trim House on
is
Whitnell Avenue Priced to sell.
100 Nice Three Bedroom Brick Veneer. Has dining room, living room, kitchen and dinette, carport and storage. Owner leaving -town.

4
3
/

—

HOW ABOUT A FARM

Letter To Editor

DEKALB
SUDAX
BRAND
SX-12

ao New House on Glendale Road. Has 3 bedrooms
and /117tre utility - room - Kitchen - and dining
area, large living room and central heat and
air le baths. This house can be bought for
$18,000.
so We Have a Beautiful Three Bedroom House in
Meadow Green Acres. le baths, three bedroonis, large kitchen and family room. Carpet.
This house is brick with marble front. Priced
right. Come in and let us show you this place.
gro Good Three Bedroom Frame on 12th Street.
Has full basement, central heat, and has been
completely refinished inside. This house is
priced to sell.
moo We Have a Three Bedroom Brick Veneer. Two

so We Have A- ri-lists Farm, nice house completely reworked inside, good barn and pole
barn. This farm is le miles northwest of New
Providence. Has a good corn and tobacco base.
Nice level land Priced to sell.

so If You Need a Good Cattle Farm with outbuildings, we have 88 acres under good fence You
will be surprised how cheap you can buy this
farm

so We Have 85 Acres, two miles west of Kirksey.
ThLs farm has a good burley base, corn- base
and corners on a good blacktop road.

can
so 45 Acres of Woodland near the lake. You
buy this land worth the maney.

It"

lall Acre Farm with good house, three tobacco
barns, new stock barn Has 11,000 00 a year soil
program 103 acre tendabie land

100 272 Rene Ilegg CWIN14 Creek

so Three Bedroom House on two acres near,the
lake
so Four Bedroom Frame. A real buy. Has been.
decorated Carpet downstairs. Real nice kitchen. Located on South 19th Street.
so Three Bedrooms, two kitchens, family room
upstairs and down This is a beautiful cottage
at Pine Bluff Shores Owner has been transferred out of town

re-:

• 110 Acres near Smith Geocery on 94 East.

Guy Spann

Wayne Wilson

Realtor
Nite

Realtor.
Nite Phimr- 753-5086

Phone 753-2587

•

Charles McDaniel
Salesman
Phone 753-3263

202 So. 4th Street

ii

•
•
4

•

e

-

1968
Supplement TO
1.4,440Crinles

•

DUSTERS

Daylon a Dacron Blend
Little or No Ironing
48% Dacron Polyester
26% Rayon, 26% Nylon

A little glamour . . . . makes mother feel so
parmpredi Gift her with a Duster from our
dreamy collection.

266 to 366

WHIP CREAM

SHIFT

5"
100% Dacron ef`olyester
You'll Mai it
• Easy To Launder
• Quick Drying
• Little or No konlng
O Shrinkage Controlled

•
4

•

SLIPS & HALF SUPS
half

LA SHIRTS

1"

The body Shirt Real value hens In our
large selection of ladles Shirts. Sleeveless,
perm° press. Many colors to choose from.

1"

full

266

Matching numbers in Caprolan® satin
with Ban lone lace and scalloped embroidery with cocktail bock hem. In whit*
and colors.

STRAW PURSES

2mt°444

Some with leather handles and trim, with
print or plastic lining and wall zip. In many
colors Including whit., black and natural.

•

SHELLS
200

4

In iewol, turtle neck 'and
mock turtle styles of 100%
Nylon. Colors--novy, powder, pink, maize, mint and
whit.. Sizes 34 to 40.

CANTRECE PANTY HOSE

1"

No girdle, no garters, ideal
for slacks and short length
dresses. Micro mesh. Sires
A B • C D. Colors sugar
beige, Tropicana, coffee
shadow.

Contour Bedrests
•

4'6

"Plower Gordon" print In gold,
red, blue, solid color. Corduroy
In red, gold, moss green. Al?
with (limbo roll visiting.

BE FREE PANTY
All Nylon

57.

Acetate
Tricot

47c

Open From 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
FREE PARKING

•

•

-

•

•

PAOE

•

•
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BUFFET GRIDDLE

BUFFET SKILLET
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TEFLON coated. Dial-A-Temp automatic heat control. "Sio-cool" handles. Compiete_immersIblit in water
when control is removed. SkilleTTeotures high dome-vented cover for
large roosts, etc.

TEFLON coated. Handsome handles
Completely immersible in water when
control' is removed. Diai--A.Tentp auCooks evenly
tomatic heat control
. . . Cleans easily. Skillet features
hi h dorrs•-venteci cover.

4
1/1

•

45 PIECE SET OF TRANSLUCENT

CHINA SERVICE FOR 8

COOKER and FRYER

BAKER and BROILER

Automatic heat control. Handy cooking guide
5Vi-qt. copocity. Quick drain basket. DuPont
Teflon no stick. Signal light.

•

8—Cups; 8—Saucers; 8—Cereal or Soup;
8—Salad Plates; 8—Dinner Plates;
1—Platter; 1—Vegetable Bowl;
1—Creamer

Prspores as big a variety of foods as the kitchen
range Clear, easily read dial for beat setting.

TO MOTHER WITH LOVE
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ELECTRIC
/*Wel No. F40

STEAM IRON
LightComfort contoured handle
weight Fabric dial for accurate heating. Use is dry or with steam

YOUR
CHOICE

7 H.P. LAWN TRACTOR

199"

A Senorita
be served at
ion Hall to
from five to
ed by Muni
Order of the
The price
and 75 cent
and under
The public

1

• Dash Board
• Headlight
• Cutting Unit
• Twin Blades
• 5 Speed Transmission

•
•
•
•
•

AUTOMATIC PERCOLATOR

Electrical System
Height Adjustment
Turbo-Drive Trans.
Safety Blade Clutch
Full Floating
Front End

PRESSURE COOKER
Unbreakable, one-piece pressure control cooks
at 15 lbs. pressure. Never needs adjustment
Solf.seoling
Convenient tim• chart on handle
gasket. Tested by Underwriters Laboratories
and leading magazines

No lights to watch, no dials to set. Automatically keeps coffee drinkirlq.hot without rsperking.
Polished aluminum

•
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BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.

t-,

r

CAN OPENER
Single lever control
Opener grips
. magnet holds lid
can securely
after opening. Knife sharpener hollow grinds both sides of blade to keen
edge
Special scissors sharpening.

•

Rainbou
Sponsor

•

$766

•
gralr

•

a

Dupont No Stick, No-Scour, Scratch Resistant
Teflon. Safe for Automatic Dishwashers.
•
1 Quart Covered Saucepan

SALAD BOWLS

2 Quart Covered Saucepan

Salad Snack Bowls, Mixing and Utility
Bowl, Fork and Spoon Set, Ebony

MC

4 Quart Covered Dutch Oven

1 2"
6/

4foil—

•

Sewing Machine

BAKE ASSORTMENT

66 6

...IRK AIM
ra•-•• r•
•••

•••61,••• r• • ••

Versatility • Zigzag Control • Drop Feed
• Simplified Setting • Nish Button Reverse
• Built-in Sew Light • Round Bobbin
• Stitch Width Locks • Snap Out Rocs.

97c

Items to dupose from, 'naiad
foterffin Part, Cookie These
Prepared Mix Pan, Round Layer
Calm Pon, brood or Moot Lod
Pan, lirownie Aix
••••

YOUR CHOICE
A.

9

LUGGAGV
23"Reg .998
WEEKENDER
19" Reg $24.98
OVERNITE
19" Reg. $24.95
VANITY
COSMETIC CASE 18" Reg. $23.50

4

•

WitAirrer end Trey

Tumbler Sets

So Much for So Little • Handsome Vinyl
Finish • Flexible Side Panels • Removable
Pockets • Touch-o-Matic® Lock • Lit*
Glide Handl* • Flexible Valence.

By Libby

grips
Is lid
• holkeen
ening.

box of 8

97,

Giftware Assortment

84c
Choose from a variety of distinctive serving pieces
Including jam or relish set, bread tray, butter server,
etc.

ic 10-oz. beverage, 9-oz.
Choose from 6-oz. jue,
old fashioned, or 15-oz. cooler.

•

CHROME PLATED

•

BATH St SHOWER MAT
Comfortable
Non-Sliv
Textured Surface

MELAMINE

DR

aticol-

Ice Teamaker
Brew to instant or in bogs. Serves all beverages hot or cold. All beverages taste better
in glass. Holds 12 cups without percolator unit.

Dinnerware
45 Piece Service for 8
1491
• 8 Dinner Plates
•8
• Coral Qtvci Dessert Bowls • 8
• 8 Sandwich Plates
•8
• 1 Vegetabi• Bowl
• 1

Cups
Saucers
Sandwich
Oval Platter

• 1
• 1
• 1
•1

C
94

Creamer
Sugar Bowl
Vegetable
Sugar Bowl

2 Year Guarantee

"Pr

•

•
•

•

•

"1.
•
.

•
•
•

•

•
r0
,

Pew=
•

•

•

CHUOC
caused

Assorted bonded knit prints,
solids, slim skirts. Assorted color styles.
Many colors to
choose from.

15 denier nylon peignoir with
puff
cop*
effect collar,
sleeves and satin tie with
matctting gown. Pink, blue,
maize, tangerine .
Sizes

MOM W
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SWIM SUITS

Complete selection of swim suits. All the latest styles,
In 1 -pc., 2-pc. and 3-pc. suits from Bikini to Blouson.
Nautical, Tank, Boyieg, Bikini, Cage.
• Beautiful Stripe,
• Bright Gingham
Checks
• Soaring Solids
Sizes 30-38
• Striking Prints

1"
Nylon tricot elasticized
Doll
sleeves. Sheer
overlay. No ironing.
drying. Sizes S-M-L.
colors to choose from.

'Baby
nyion
Quick
Many

6

•

t
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FACIAL TISSUE

2-ply 34C

- ,
ft •

DUSII!9_,,Ppyi,CoorfpRuffSET

•

(
GOLD FOOTED

66
3

ITALIAN GLASS

FRUIT BOWL

77c

12" Hand Blown

Pr'

FLOWERS
MI-RR-ORS
W& nut, Antique, White
Avocado, Ebony

4

Remington
LADY PRINCESS

988

488
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